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per-i-he-li-on
Definition:

of a celestial body at which
(Noun) Astronomy, the point
(Noun) Spirituality, the point closest to Christ
in the orbit

it is closest

ra-di-ance
Definition:

(Noun) Great happiness, apparent in sorneone's expressions or bearing
(Noun) Marked by or expressive of love, confidence, or happiness
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to

the

sun
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The Windo-ws
By George Herbert
Lord, how can

preach thy eternal word?
He is a brittle crazy glass;
Yet in thy temple thou dost him afford
This glorious and transcendent place,
To be a window, through thy grace.
man

But when thou dost anneal in

thy life

glass thy story,

shine within
Making
The holy preachers, then the light and glory
More reverend grows, and

to

more

doth win;

Which else shows waterish, bleak, and thin.
Doctrine and

life, colors and light,

in

one

When

they combine and mingle, bring
A strong regard and awe; but speech alone
Doth vanish like a flaring thing,
And in the

ear, not

conscience, ring.
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LETTERS FROM TH E

EDITORS
in my office down in student

publications I would have never thought that I would
be the editor of any publication ever again. Yet, here I am surrounded by my fantastic team, and
the Editor-in-Chief of one of Oklahoma's top-ranked yearbooks. High school Ashley would be so
stressed out and would have never applied for this position, especially not after only being on staff
for a month. Even as I picked up the application to be the Editor and started the fall semester,
I thought that I wasn't even close to being qualified. Then I went
through and had to edit the
lost
about
five years off my life-span and realized that it's a stressful
previous book, "Align 2018,"
but
in
the
it's
worth
end,
job,
anything I could have ever lost. I have gained many friends and
mentors, I have spent hours taking naps in my large blue chair and spent tons of time trying not
Sitting

to

lose my

sanity.

something that they love, something they are passionate about it can be
something big, or something so small it may seem insignificant, but we all have something we
care about. This edition of the Perihelion is meant to
accomplish exactly that: show the radiance
that comes from our passions which stem from the gifts that God has bestowed upon our souls.
Isaiah 60: 1-2 states, "Arise [from spiritual depression to a new life], shine [be radiant with the
glory and brilliance of the Lord]; for your light has come, and the glory and brilliance of the Lord
has risen upon you. For in fact, darkness will cover the earth and deep darkness will cover the
peoples; But the Lord will rise upon you his glory and brilliance will be seen on you," (AMP).
I had no idea what I was going to end up doing for this book, but I knew that it had to be
something we had never done before. It had to be so radically different from the past 52 years.
This edition had to surpass 52 books that have been created by previous Perihelion staff, and I
Everyone

has

-

...

believe that after many revisions and hours of creative
could have

hope

and

ever

light,
light

about- the

dreamed. Not
but I

hope

only

am

I

proud

to

meetings

we

have achieved

more

than

we

unveil this book that is chock-full of wonder,

and pray that it will remind you of what this establishment is all

that shines from within.

Sincerely,

A��
Ashley Beal

Editor-in-Chief 20 18-20 19
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Some

things I'm openly passionate about are the environment, food, animals and travel. I
myself gravitating toward these topics every time I search for a story to write or talk with my
friends and family. However, I also have a passion that is a lot more behind the scenesjournal
find

ism.

While

be

something I talk about directly very often, it exists in every
aspect of my passions and hobbies. To me, journalism is the gift that keeps on giving- this career
path has presented me with countless opportunities to learn more about the world and people
within it. Journalism and storytelling has pushed me to close my mouth and open my eyes to
what is going on around me and what people are talking about.
I believe this quality is something that also makes this
yearbook so great. It's a library of

journalism might

stories about all of you here

all that it held-

some

not

at

ORU, commemorating the 2018-2019 academic school

of which you

campus, thousands of others did too,

This book you

hard-working

are

holding

is

a

might

not

creating

have been

their

own

aware

year and

of While you walked ORU's

memories and

collection of those, all bound

making their own marks.
together and brought to you by a

of student

journalists ready to tell your stories.
Thank you for sharing with us your triumphs, journeys and aspirations. Here's to
many more.
team

Copy

E�ito, 2018-�
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People

who know

diums. I love

able

being

manifestation I

me

can see

to

working

on

time

as a

to

me to

join

was

help

privileged

student here.

fruition, and

imagination produces

to

can create

yearbook
as a

in the

in

spring

leading

and transfer it into

something as part

writer. The year

join Ashley

puns and creative

dogs,

semester

following,

the

team as

of a

a

me

physical

team,

I'm in

of2017, and I started

I became Head Writer,

Managing

Editor.

ORU's

yearbook has been one of my greatest pleasures during my
I loved getting to be a part of such a passionate team working
together to
a
piece of our university's legacy. I am so proud of this year's team espe

create

creatively immortalize
cially. They really banded together,
to

the

the 2016-2017 edition

and then this year I

Getting

take what my

and share with others. If!

heaven. That desire drew
out

could tell you about my great love of

every person

working

their very hardest

to

bring

this

project

I think their dedication shows.

while

reading this book, you take a moment to admire a captivating photo, or
page's enchanting design, or contemplate an article's perspective, remember than an
ORU student created what you're enjoying so much. I can say with full confidence that this
book would not be the same without the hardworking students who poured their hearts into
crafting every page. Because of them, everyone, including me, will remember this year. Here's to
many more years, and yearbooks, for ORU.
Every time,

relish in

a

1I�fld;cb
Managing Editor

2018-2019
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I sit

park bench, bathed in sunlight. Birds chirp
light
Everything is colorful. An aura
of light dazzles the mind: a light that can be literal and
metaphorical. The people we see every day transform a
day that's gloomy to one that is full of sunshine.
Matthew 5: 16 states, "In the same way, let your light
shine before others, that they may see your good deeds
and glorify your Father in heaven," (NIV).
and

on a

breezes blow.

Oral Roberts built this

light

amidst

either be

a sea

university to be a beacon of
of darkness. The world around us can

perceived

full of hate and destruction

or full
of compassion and hope. Our goal is to show the true
heart of the students at ORU. We hope that through

as

crafted words, perfectly timed photos and
creative thinkers, this book will encapsulate the
light and
hold onto it for years to come.
our

carefully

© Oral Roberts University
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62

38
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12

104

4

224

180

152

194
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STORY PIERCE MARTIN DESIGN CHRISTINA CAVAZOS

DANCING INTO A
A time

people and to

NEW YEAR
Years after

to meet new

reconnect

with oldfriends

future

through their photo
laughter
friendship. They recall the
the
attended,
they
games they played and the fun they had. In
years, ORU graduates will appreciate these same memories- and

they'll

have the Student Association

graduation,

ORU alumni

albums and remember times of
events

Each
with

fall,

new

and

of the

flip

back

and

to

thank for them.

returning students

alike

are

welcomed

to

ORU

of the year. Partiestival is held in the area
biggest
the
Hammer
and features some pretty cool attrac
Center
surrounding
tions. A barbeque dinner is offered, and students can grab some Josh's
one

snow cones

events

in addition

to

their

burgers

and hot

dogs. Laughing

dinner table with friends isn't all Partiestival has
the chance
so

to

browse the various ORU clubs and
bound

you're
things you

many,

to

wind up

This year
and
faces
cheerful clamor was

same

to

ORU students.

are.

Singing,

Partiestival, and 2018

around

a

offer. Attendees have

organizations- there are
passionate about the

talking
providing background noise
to someone

for the

smiling

small stage with live music performed by
dancing, and general joy is always a guarantee at

was no

a

exception.

The fun afternoon that is Partiestival doesn't

come

without intention

and

passion, however. "I love creating these memories," said Marley
a
senior
Jones,
public relations major who serves as an SA Executive Orga
nizer. "I love going to the events, going with my friends- it's a
great com
munity builder, especially now. With the new housing situation, events are

ality

important."
Walking through club rush, throwing a frisbee with friends and eat
ing food with a background of live music and laughter is quite a fun at
mosphere- and that isn't by accident. Lots of work went into Partiestival
to make it an
unforgettable blast. "When we plan events, we decide on a
even more

kind of 'feel'

or

'vi be' for the

event- some are more

chill,

some are more

like 'Let's get pumped up, let's get excited'- Partiestival is obviously the
let's get excited type," Marley said of her plans for the event. "This is our

big kickoff for the year- people are coming back to college or coming to
college for the first time, and we want it to be an entertaining, fun event
that's just a huge memory."
Looking back on college memories years from now, students will
think fondly of spending time with their friends in the summer sun, the
sweet taste of snow cones on their
lips and joy in their hearts, and the
bonds formed at partiestival will truly last a lifetime.
Seniors Chuck Leupen, Caleb Carter and
Johnny Kline throw their arms around
each other for a photo.

r;;:.
\!::)

PHOTO HENRY NINDE

A group of students enjoy the upbeat
live music behind the Hammer Center.

®

PHOTO HENRY NINDE

COMMUNITY
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Rob Goodman dances mid-song as Titus
Schmitt looks on from behind the drums.
PHOTO BROOKLYN HOUSER

Several students at Partiestival pose
for the camera.

comedically

PHOTO XAVIER GONZALEZ

SA staff crowds together to commemo
rate their success planning Partiestival.
PHOTO BROOKLYN HOUSER

STORY FAITH WILSON DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

BEAUTY ACROSS

ClUJ lllUJ �[E§
Learning about where your friends are from
and celebrating what makes them unique
With the heat of summer

the

sunlight glittered through the
Flags
gentle breeze. Laughter and
floated
the
air
as the smells of masala and
song
through
burgers wafted into
the noses of hungry students. Culture Fest 2018 took place between Claudius
Priscilla Roberts and Ellis Melvin Roberts Halls, with many students, faculty
from

trees.

numerous

and members of the
With
tries

in attendance.

community

of every 10 students being international, and 90 coun
represented on campus, Culture Fest gives the opportunity for

one out

being

students

hanging on,

nations waved in the

share where

to

they

from. Pearl Walters,

are

a

history,

humanities

and government major, from Papua New Guinea, said, "Culture Fest is a
chance for me to showcase my culture from my country, because not a lot

of people know [a lot about it]." The
share where they come from, but also

event
to

encourages students

educate those who have

to not

only

experi

not

enced another culture.
Dr. Marcela Chavan,

several other

professors

professor

decided

to

of communication, shared

why

she and

revamp Culture Fest three years ago. It

took the form of guest lectures, with no celebration like the Culture Fest
ORU is now accustomed to. The issue is personal to Dr. Chavan, as she

herself immigrated

to

America and knows the

still

holding tight

to

cultural

are

diverse. There's

a

events at

the

difference between

university and when

and I think that is the

Though
unity

in

ture or

our

personal

Culture Fest is
differences.

a

you

hardships

"Culture Fest

identity.

seeing

inclusion. We

cultures featured in different

be the

can

of integration while

means

protagonist, be the

center,

level."

time

to

share what makes

"Lately, everybody

their friends," stated Theo Elisha,
And

a

has been

us

different,

separated by

behavioral science

it offers

their cul

major. "It's

nice

everyone
together."
together they did; from fish and
chips to sweet potato pie, cultures around the world received due representa
tion. In a time of fear of the unknown, the Christian must remember what
to see

unites

and

come

us

is

our

faith, and the

same

come

God of that faith made

us

all

beautifully

culturally different.

COMMUNITY
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Junior Simona Gatto

point

at

leaps to
Italy.

her country of

PHOTO SIMONA GATTO

®

Senior Lois Nguapa poses in
traditional Thai dress.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Deborah

©

a

Laker, Samuel Tandeka

and Racheal Kitabire carry the

Uganda flag.
PHOTO ISSAC ZELAYA
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At the head of the trail the students and
pro
fessors gather together as they embark on a
journey full of mud, rivers and the occasional

0

large bug.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Two students
as

kayak along the river
they navigate the flowing tide.

B
®

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

A

©

cave overlooks several
hiking trails
within the peaceful community.

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Dr. Allen and

@

some of her students
smile broadly at the cabin they will
reside in for the weekend.

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

COMMUNITY
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WALDEN-ING
OFF CAMPUS
>
>

Students disconnect

"I headed

old wooden

picnic table a few
hundred yards away from the cabin. As I enjoyed the soli
tude of my morning coffee, I savored the natural setting.
out to an

Trees towered above

me

all around and the

ground

was

I did got
son to
a

change

nity
writing

Hale's

time

The

English

Club

at

Oral Roberts
a

weekend

Thus, Walden Weekend was born
a

to

The students
and the

sphere
produce

catch up
own

a

recog
get off campus.
few days for partici

put down their phones, write, read and engage
community that encourages productivity in the arts.

pants
in

-

University

to

encouraged by the peaceful atmo
beauty of their surroundings to write and
are

beautiful works. Students also

use

the time

to

homework, including the English Club's
president, Hannah Nelson, an english education
on

major. "Just having the ability to relax, be in the forest
and just study with people who liked literature just like

her

major

Club my first
catalyst for Nel

English

It became the

to

with God

English,

which she believes is

much better fit for her.

damp leaves. The crisp fall air
touched
I
skin.
could hear the wind's finger
lightly
my
as it tickled the
print
greenery to dance." -From Bailee

nized that students need

involved with the

semester," Nelson recalled.

covered in half-a-foot of

Journal

me

to reconnect

Walden Weekend also

work

to

on

gives students the opportu
their own writing projects. ''Aliyah is

book," Nelson shared. "Walden Weekend is
aside for those pursuits that you get out of the
environment."
a

set

college

This weekend also

forth a great opportunity to
uninvolved
with literature. Ac
majors
to
Florence
Williams, a journalist who wrote The
cording
Nature Fix, she experienced health issues once she moved
from Boulder, Colorado, to Washington D.C.,

de-stress,

even

sets

for

including
depression, higher blood pressure and difficulty in focus
ing. Cities typically have a high-rush culture, which in
turn causes more stress.
Taking a break to simply look
at the stars without
up
bright city lights in sight can help
students to refocus their attention for when they return
to

classes.

COMMUNITY
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A skateboarder
new

skate

kick-flips

park.

PHOTO JOSH CROW
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off the ramp at the

STORY FAITH WILSON

DESIGN CHRISTINA CAVAZOS

E
A

George Kaiser and other philanthro
pists decided to place a park in Tulsa, OK. Today a park
free for all to come stands on 66 acres. This park, dubbed
the Gathering Place, serves its mission statement well,
as the mayor, donors and Kaiser himself hoped the park
would be a place for all Tulsans.
The executive park director, Tony Moore, said dur
ing his opening remarks, "Today we have a park that will
unify Tulsa, regardless of where you're from, regardless of
zip code, regardless of your socioeconomics, regardless of
your religion, regardless of your culture." The vision was
evident throughout the day, as a diverse group of people
enjoyed the park. Micah Weiss, who serves as an enter
tainment ambassador for the park, stated, "The Gather
ing Place means unity to me; like (Moore) said on stage it
Ten years ago,

doesn't

matter

your

color, your
all

race, your

culture

or

and

your

together
enjoy
good time together."
Other guests enjoyed the safety of the parks. Her
nando Cornado stated that he "hopes the park can rereligion.

It's

a

place

we can

the weather, the food,

just have

come
a

R

community park that represents unity

habilitate the

and take them away from the gang
aspect and hopefully they can come over here and be
children again."
The

youth

park hosts

several attractions, with

sports courts, a skate park and
by several incredible architectural

jungle gyms,
accompanied
feats, including play

canoes;

grounds and buildings. Nearly half a million dollars has
been poured into this public park, and it showed. The
care and effort
put into the park make it a safe, enjoy
able time for all. In

through

the

street,

east

the

ilies and their children

Tulsa, where gang activity runs
park offers a reprieve for fam

new

gather.
Gathering Place matters to Tulsa, not because
of the money poured into it, but because of the future
it can offer. The park establishes a safe place for families
to
bring their children. The idea of the park was to disre
gard a person's status and allow enjoyment, safety and a
to

The

reprieve from the business of life for all.

COMMUNITY
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STORY MICHEAL REYNOLDS DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

IRON MOUNTAIN
MU��CAl
Encounters

of the curious kind and how to trans
form yourself into a new kind of character

Remnants of

as

the

the audience. All of the
leave and others stay
tor of the musical.
that

questions
question that

came

came

to

ask

was

to

make

spring musical, Bright Star,

given the chance

sure

the whole

comes to a

close.

bow towards

ears as

to

ask the

was

like

production

that the musical

and director

there

it like

was

to

was

one

produce

putting together a thousand piece jigsaw
a cast

team,

of close

to

30 students and close

Holland had

off without

went

cast

productions

up for Professor Holland- what

Holland commented. With

on

from

echoing

questions of Professor Laura Holland, the direc

their minds after the

and direct the musical. "It
60

be heard

they
performers gather on the stage as some theatre-goers

When the audience

to

can

of the crowd almost deafens the actors'

roar

puzzle,"

instrumental music

bluegrass

Howard Auditorium
The

...

a

a

lot

on

her

plate

to

hitch.

Questions were directed to the lead of the play, Clare Holt, a senior dou
ble majoring in ministry and leadership and musical theatre. She was asked
about how she

prepared

for her role. "You can't

tion," Clare answered. She
with

a

character that had

went on to

an accent.

she, along with Nora Swiney,

It

explain

prepara
her first show

difficult climb for Holt; in time
professor for the Theatre and Dance

got the slight bluegrass accent that
character of Alice Murphy come to life.
The

enough

was

was a

assistant

department,

a

do

ever

that this

was

needed

to

make the

antagonist of the play, Mayor Josiah Dobbs, played by Luke Wyatt,
major, was questioned on how he could portray

senior communication

such

an

evil character. "When it

comes to

advice everyone gives me: just be
After the audience's questions
the audience

that, all

I have

myself," Wyatt joked
were

to

do is follow the

with the audience.

answered, Pzrofessor Holland gave

along with some history behind the play. The audi
knowledge about the history of the play's inspiration,
the Iron Mountain Baby. It was about a baby who was thrown from a mov
ing train and miraculously survived, later going on to be a local phenom
enon and miracle tale for the American
people of the time.
At the end of the night, after the lights were shut off, the crowd returned
home, and the actors went to sleep, dreaming of the inspired musical about
mistakes and miracles which brought warmth, to not only the audience's
hearts, but the performers as well.
ence

a

farewell

soaked up the

COMMUNITY
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Set in the Blue

North

Ridge

Carolina, the

depicted
family.

Mountains of

of Bright Star
themes of reconciliation and
cast

PHOTO ALEJANDRO CONTRERAS

®

Alyssa
Clapp

McGuire listens to Braden
he recites his lines in perfect

as

character.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

©

Choreography and lyrics meshed
gracefully to produce successful theat
rical production.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

@

Luke Wyatt acts in his role as Mayor
Josiah Dobbs, the antagonist of
Bright Star, as he speaks with his son
played by Timothy Conn.
PHOTO ALEJANDRO CONTRERAS

®

Caleb

Vaughn and Clare Holt fully
engage the crowd as they perform.
PHOTO ALEJANDRO CONTRERAS

®
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Pictured: Timothy Conn, Laura Del Angel
and Alaura Howery. Lost in Yonkers is set in
0942.
PHOliO R¥AlIN MACMILLAIN

¥oAkers, NJY,

@

soene.

In the

is

nID

to the musical
musical" Hello DoI

stranger

Broadway

Cornelius sings to his friend Barnaby,
"Out there, there's a world outside Yonkers!

Iy!",

PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

©

Pictured: Jackson !Land & I§lrynn Jones. Lost
in Yonkers was the primary play in the fall.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

@

After their mother has died and their father
leaves te find a job, they frind themselves
in the care IDt their stern Grandma Kl!Jrrniffiz
p'layed by Esther Gatka
PHOTO RYAN MA<CMILLAN

COMMUNITY
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LOST IN

YONKERS
Yonkers, New York, 1942, delve

into the

of long lostfamily and the secrets

craziness

that await behind closed doors

ORU's fall

production

of Lost in Yonkers

was a

smash hit

only the ORU students, but also with the community
that came out to see the show. Some of the cast were interviewed

with

not

for their contributions

to

the show. The

cast

included

Conn, Alaura Howery, Omar Farfan, Laura Del
Land and Esther Garcia. The

informed

cast was

Timothy
Angel, Jackson

two

weeks ahead

day, while Howery found out what their fall produc
during move-in day. As this was Howery's first col
level
drama
lege
performance, she was ecstatic about the whole
ordeal. "I was nervous for this performance, as I am with every
performance, but this one 1 was also excited for because it's my
first production here at ORU," disclosed Howery.
Conn has been in every ORU production since his fresh
of move-in

tion would be

man

&

year here

at

acting majors

ORU. Conn offered advice
ORU and those

to

incoming drama
thinking
joining the
to

about

theatre program. "This is one of the best universities to come to
for acting training, not just because of the spiritual element of it
but also it's

small number of students

enabling students to have
one-on-one time with
professors," explained Conn. "There are
to be in shows, and the
more
opportunities
ability to be a part
of a department that actually cares and is rooting for you to suc
a

ceed." Conn auditioned for many parts and was called back for
several of them. He was cast for the part of Jay, and he was very

for the part.
Farfan stated that he transferred

prepared

civil

to

ORU from Utah State
and has since switched

University
engineering major
to acting. Farfan said that God played a
major part for why he
to
He's
done
theatre
changed
acting.
productions since eighth
and
he
loves
to
his
heart
and bring his character
grade,
present
to life for others to enjoy. Farfan auditioned for the
parts of Jay
as a

and Eddie and

was

called back for both parts, and he chose the

role of Eddie.

COMMUNITY
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CEDE VICTORY
TO THE DANCE
night we'll never forget at the Mayo

A

On November 11, the 2018 ORU

homecoming dance was in full swing.
building opened in 1925, the event was
dubbed "Timeless" by the Student Association. With
promises of an upscale
night of dancing, food and mingling, ORU students arrived in droves dressed
to the nines. It was a
record-setting turnout for an SA sponsored event, gar
a thousand attendees. Bur as with most
over
nering
gatherings of this magni
tude, some things were bound to go awry.
Held in the

Mayo Hotel,

a

historic

SA rented three floors of the

Mayo Hotel the Grand Hall, the Crys
Entering the Grand Hall, attendees would
in
check
and take pictures on the luxurious staircase and at photo booths.
the
elevator up to the 16th floor, the Crystal Ballroom housed refresh
Taking
ments, seating and a dance floor where guests danced through the decades,
incorporating swing and modern music. The Penthouse contained a lounge
area and a
balcony. The balcony was decked our with strings of lights, chairs
and space heaters. The entire venue was breathtaking, decorated with care by
--

tal Ballroom and the Penthouse.

SA and ORU artists.

However, with a little over three hundred people failing to make it past
the Grand Hall, it made one wonder what went wrong. Around 10:50 p.m.,
what was later named the "Grand Exodus" occurred. All students were told
leave

by hotel staff, taking the main and service elevators down. Thus, the
homecoming of 2018 concluded, and the confusion of the night lingered in
to

the heads of students.

Timeless will be forever seated
one

to

hand, there

were

all three floors. Shekinah

"Homecoming

was a

friends. We made
did

not

taking

as one

testimonies of

Spears,

blast! I had

some

amazing

an

a

of the

most

disputable

events.

On

excellent time for those who made it

freshman

political

science

major, said,

much fun with my date and with my
memories." On the other hand, people who
so

make it past the lobby did not have as many kind words to say, many
to social media to voice their
complaints. Timeless received a 5/10

the ORU app,

signifying the opposing experiences. Many reviewers
homecoming they had been to, while others
mentioned that it was over-crowded and under-planned.
"The hotel staff that worked that night had no idea that a thousand peo
would
be showing up, which was simply miscommunicated. However, we
ple
would have been fine if the elevators had all been working and if we had been
rating

on

commented that it

allowed
"I

the best

the stairs," Sara Haag, Director of Student Experience, shared.
very proud of [SA] as a whole. They worked their butts off and did

to use

just

am

was

everything that they could throughout the night to make things run smooth."
Most tickets were purchased the Friday and Saturday before and the day of
homecoming. SA planned to incorporate a curoff date for purchasing tickets
and

a

cap

to

avoid

an error

planned make up either
past the Grand Hall.
to

While
have

a

like this from
an event or

occurring again.

refund

to

The association also

the students who did

get

things did not go as planned, the event was beautiful and did
to it. With its
record-breaking attendance, SA was more
ever to make
bigger and better events for all students to enjoy.

some

timelessness

concerned than

not
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The

Mayo Hotel's neon sign proudly
displays the name of one of the oldest
hotels in Tulsa.
PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Two students dance to music

®

decades.

©

night

@

through

the

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Lee Wilson and Callie Cotner enjoying the
air on the balcony of the penthouse.

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Robbie Vigil and Beca Oliviera pose
the dance floor.

on

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON
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Bailee Hale, Gabby Ayala and Natalie
Matthews bundle up and drink free hot
chocolate while enjoying the colorful

lights.
PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA

®
©

© Oral Roberts University

Jake Reib and Marissa Swearingen cel
ebrating the Christmas season.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

The ORU prayer garden beautifully lit
up for faculty and students to enjoy.
PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA
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THE HAPPIEST TIME

ON CAMPUS
Lights, hot chocolate andfriendship
most
wonderful time of the year
Fall

semester

to

celebrate the

2018, ORU continued their tradition of the annual Christ

of the

Prayer Tower. There were a couple of things that stood
out
previous year's festivities. A group of students performed Christ
mas music while students
enjoyed their hot chocolate and tried not to freeze
in the cold Oklahoma night. Student Body President Titus Schmitt dressed
as our "Student
Body Santa" and took pictures with students and visitors
mas

Lighting

from the

alike inside the Armand Hammer Alumni-Student Center.
The Hammer Center
to

students

Students

--

eagerly

was

filled

to

the brim

as

alumni

passed

out

mugs

of the Christmas

Lighting Ceremony's many traditions.
waited inside and outside of the Hammer Center to receive

one

must-have mug. Regina Morgan, an employee at the Hammer Center, has
worked during the Christmas Lighting for four years in a row. "My favorite
a

thing

about the Christmas

lighting

is

seeing and greeting all the people who

view this

wonderful event," Morgan said. "No matter how cold it
is outside, students and visitors come for this fun event, and it makes me
happy." She loves getting to see all of the students come out with a cup of hot
come to

cocoa

and

enjoy Christmas

music with

On the technical side of

things,

good company.
the ORU Audio and Visual

electricians spent weeks preparing for this event, from putting
around the prayer gardens to getting the electric equipment up and

crew

lights

and
up

operating

for the

performance and reading. The Christmas lighting for 2018
was ORU's
eighth time lighting up the prayer gardens, according to Stanley
the
Boyes,
campus electrician in charge of the ceremony. "I usually come in
around four a.m. two or three times to test lights and see where we need to
add or repair for about four weeks," Boyes explained. ORU and its facilities
staff put in the time and dedication to bring its students this newly cemented
correctly

tradition.
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BEST MEAL
ON CAMPUS
Personal recipes, created with love,
designed to make community
As November rolls
can

around, all that

think of is

Thanksgiving.
only a day to gorge

sents not

but it is also

many Americans

The national
oneself

on

holiday repre
cooking,

home

reflect

on the nation's
founding and
emphasize peace among its citizens. Mrs. Wilson, lov
ingly referred to as the First Lady ofORU, chose to begin

time

a

to

to

a

tradition that has continued since she and Dr. Wilson

came to

campus.

Thanksgiving with the Wilsons occurred on Novem
ber 8 and

recipes

was

own

cooked up by staff and served to all who
the crowded dining hall. Turkey, ham,

were

ventured

held in the cafeteria. Mrs. Wilson's

out to

stuffing, mashed potatoes, pumpkin pie and many more
Thanksgiving favorites lined the walls.
Mrs. Wilson, expressed her passion for the
event.,"When we first came to ORU, we were looking
for ways I could be involved," she said. "I love to cook for
my family, so we decided to do an event in the cafeteria. I
shared

of my recipes with the staff, and

some

them." Mrs. Wilson's

Thanksgiving
faculty

event

between students,

community

they created
helps to foster

and administra

tion. With the tables overcrowded with

people coming

from every inch of the campus, it is a time to talk to new
people and foster relations. "It's one way I get to see more
students," said Mrs. Wilson.

Thanksgiving
just

with the Wilsons

food. "I love it. I love

good

means

more

than

watch everyone just enjoy
food. It feels like family," said Mrs. Wilson. Good

community

is

pus, and this

one

event

of the

to

major

draws of the ORU

will continue

to

represent

cam

just that.
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A NIGHT TO

REMEMBER
Once every spring, student musicians gather at
ORU to participate in Battle of the Bands

Around

p.m., a line started to form outside
the Global Learning Center (GLC). Students grabbed a
seven

t-shirt and crowded around the stage, snapping pictures
chatting with friends, guessing which songs the bands

and

would

with

put in the memory book," said junior Caleb
global ministry major, clearly excited for his set.

the house

wanted

the friends, admirers and classmates

Archer,

Adrenaline in the

"I'm excited

perform. Suddenly,

room rose as

washed the crowd in
an

electric

guitar

a

soft

the

glow

lights dimmed, and
erupted into cheers.
colored onstage lights

seemingly more enthusiasm than the last. One
band, Soul Food, expressed their anticipation of the event
before their opening performance. "We've all done wor
ship together, and so this is an experience we decided we
met

and the first

strum

reverberated. The first band started

of
to

and the crowd

to
a

to

interact with the audience and

see

the

en

ergy in the room and the unity of our team. We've really
been building these past few weeks." Archer also spoke of

jumped in time with music from all
decades and genres. Resounding drum beats and jubi
lant vocals launched out at the dancing students, who
responded in kind with a mix of excited cheering and
heartfelt attempts at singing along. Between the perfor

anticipation he felt for Soul Food's performance of a
song. "I'm excited for all of them, but if! had to pick, I'd

of each band, the crowd had the chance to show
off their knowledge and win exciting prizes during a mu

vote

sic trivia game.

When the

play,

mances

Five bands

performed

at

Battle of the Bands 2019:

Soul Food, Los Cabarellos, Threat Level Midnight, Hot
Pocket and 7th Eden. Each band grew in their team dy
hard and

competed

practiced

during

Battle of the Bands. Their dedication

was

say I'm

most

The

excited for Africa

by Toto," Archer laughed.
tightly packed concert

closed with the

night
glowing phone screens as students raced
their favorite performance. The atmosphere

floor lit with
the

for

felt almost electric

room

as

anticipation

to

of

mounted.

announced the winners, the room
into cheers, and students walked out into the
emcees

erupted
night exhilarated
to a

and

wild ride of an

slightly out of breath- a fitting end

evening.

with confidence

namic,
craft

the

well received among peers- each

new

to

their

song

was

Gabriel

Phillips sings

and

plays

a

diverse

percussion

set

of

instruments.

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Isaac

Muly sings
a

and plays guitar for
night full of fun and

Los Caballeros in
musical creativity

o
®

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Los Caballeros
mance

at

gives a unique and exciting perfor
Battle of the Bands with a folk country mix

©

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Jacob Brallier

gives things
in

a

a

slide

twist and

style

plays his guitar
with Los Caballeros

@

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Isaac

Muly

Los

and Adam

Caballeros,

at

with their band,
the ORU Battle of the Bands.

Muly perform

PHOTO PAULINE YOO
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Dr. Wilson is all smiles
an

as

he attends

EMR Hall

Meeting.

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS
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PRESIDENT
� [j\JJ � @@ [j\JJ � u@
All smiles and laughs here
students get

There is

to

on

as

campus,

know Dr. Wilson

something relatively

that

new

our

univer

sity President William Wilson has started. It is a way to
connect with the students, find out
problems, and en

joy life

undergrad

as an

student for

two

days:

Resident

President. President Wilson takes 48 hours away from his
busy schedule as university president to spend time with

During

his time

"It

was a

on

freshman

on

the second Roor

wing

and I

on

enjoyed

the north

my time

Mel

wing.

on

that

the pro
wing,"
cess of selecting the Hoor the president will stay on, Stu
dent Life goes through that process and selects the wing/
President Wilson said. When it

comes to

Hoor that President Wilson will visit. He
stay in

multiple

usually

tries

to

about

and

eating

the food in the cafeteria

President Wilson
with the students,

enjoyed the time that he spent
especially freshmen, "I like being with

them

be able

to meet

least
their

once,

I find it crucial for

president

when otherwise

wouldn't have the chance." This time that he

they
out

to

at

of his schedule is

ing about three years
out two

carves

that he

something
only started do
The
and
his staff pick
ago.
president

days of the school year so that way he can experi

what the students do, what they struggle with, and
he also goes to the classes that they attend.
ence

After

the

two

days

of

Resident

President,

in for the

The

much, and what problems

not

have

an

empty bed for the

playing pool

was

spent in the Armand Hammer

was

with students.

residence halls, but this time Michael

president

to

night.
president attended many different classes dur
ing his time as an undergraduate student. These classes
ranged from Physics 1 to Oral Comm, and First Aid and
Safety to Marriage and Family. He attended a hall meet
ing, a Bible study, and spent time with students while he
was

Center

time

President Wilson goes back to his job with the knowl
edge of what the students enjoy, what they don't enjoy as

Cardone did
rest

campus,

some

the freshmen students

prestigious school.
campus he stayed in Ellis

the students who attend this
vin Roberts Hall

commented President Wilson. While he

guy,"

in EMR. "The freshmen stay up pretty late for

an

old

need

to

are

in the student's eyes that

be fixed. When it is all said and done, President
meet and know all 4000+ students on cam

Wilson can't
pus

by

name,

that he does

but he does his best

meet.

© Oral Roberts University

know the students

That is what makes Dr. Wilson

university president.
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Chinese lanterns and decorations
adorned Timko-Barton Hall's atrium as students celebrated culture.

(£)

PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN

and Jamilah Marie enjoy
what the chinese club has to offer
and learns more about their culture

Emily Pugh

®

PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN

Panel Members Xiaomin Ma, Jenny
Chen Fang and Changhong Wu

laugh

as

they

answer

questions from

©

the crowd of student guests.
PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN
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A CREATIVE CULTURE

The Chinese Club showcases their

ORU is home

to

beautiful background

of many nations. Its culture is a beautiful mosaic
backgrounds of its students, and each country, no
be, contributes greatly. ORU works hard to celebrate

people

of the different traditions and
how small it

might
diversity. Every year, there is a large outdoor party, named Culture
Fest, where students can experience the food and music of countless countries all
over the world.
Many pieces of the ethnic puzzle at Oral Roberts University have
matter

this wonderful

their

own

club and host their

own events across

the

course

of the year. For clubs

like the Chinese Culture Club, the celebration never ceases.
One such event hosted by the Chinese Culture Club was their annual Chi
nese

House. On March 1

Open

at

7 P.M., Chinese

Open

House

was an

oppor

tunity for club members to share the uniqueness of Chinese culture with other
members and curious students alike. Inside the atrium of Timko-Barten Hall,
red lanterns emitted

ed

through

snacks,

arts

participate

a

soft

the air, and

glow over the carpeted floor.
laughter resounded off the glass

Delicious smells waft
walls

as

students tried

and crafts and games of Chinese origin. Students had the chance
in a quiz on Chinese culture to win a culture club
mug.

At the end of the event, ORU staff with Chinese

to

heritage held a Q&A panel

their experiences both in America and in China. One such staff member, Dr.
Xiaomin Ma, professor of engineering, explained his connection to ORU. "I've
on

been
to

working here

since 2003. I had several other

work here," Dr. Ma smiled into the

interviewed and

on

campus. One

Oral Roberts. I think I'm destined

microphone.

surprising fact
to

offers, but I

am

very honored

"I felt touched when I

is I have the

same

was

birthday

as

be here!"

laughter ensued when the panel was asked, "Where are fortune
cookies from?" One panel member, Jenny Chen Fang, gave her answer in the
form of a story. "Twenty-three years ago, I came to the United States, and I was
working at a restaurant as a waitress. I picked one up and was like, 'What's this?"
The room full of students laughed, and Fang went on to explain, "Fortune cook
Shock and

Japan, but famous from the Chinese restaurant!"
Open House represented what makes Chinese Culture Club so
great the inclusivity, the joy of learning about foreign cultures and the personal
relationships built all make Chinese Culture Club fill its unique role at ORU.
ies

are

from

Chinese
-

@

Many dishes
the

event

were

such

as

served to guests of
fortune cookies.

PHOTO RYAN c MACMILLAN

®

A Chinese Culture Club event
guest
performs an intricate piece at the

open house event.
PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN
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ARGUABLY THE BEST
There's

The debate club

focused

at

Oral Roberts

no

University is

a

arguing, debate

club

importance of discourse for the purpose
of mutual learning. Its participants come from all majors,
on

the

beliefs, and regions of the world, but they all share the
passion for discussion and desire for learning. Jake
Ethington, a senior international business and ministry
major, was co-captain during the 2018-2019 academic

same

year.

Students that
went

through

ics for which

in debate

competitions

concerning

various top
Lots of work

participated

several rounds

they prepared extensively.

the weeks between

competitions went into
each argumentative point, and it was imperative that ev

throughout

eryone kept up with current events. "In a day, you'll have
six different topics you'll need to prepare for. It keeps
you up

on current events a

you're doing
20 different
Events

team

Ethington. "If
might go through

lot better," said

and individual, you

topics."
were

scheduled

to

take

place intermittently

enough that students could prepare for each topic indi
vidually and still manage to get their schoolwork done.
"We

usually

eight events a year, so about
gives enough time to prepare, then
stuff, then come back to debate," Ething

aim for about

one a

month. That

work

on

ton

other

us

stated.

Despite

the business that

came

with

participating,

is great!

Ethington listed numerous benefits of debate, most
prominently personal growth. "Sometimes you have to
debate things that aren't in line with your personal view
point, which is really great," Ethington commented. "It
makes you take a lot of viewpoints a lot more seriously."
Such a unique climate of listening and respect al
lowed participants to calmly consider opinions they oth
erwise might not.
Debate benefits extended beyond participants ideas.
The club also helped them present their ideas in a logi
cal manner, as well. "You learn how to speak fluently
and how to structure things in your mind," said Ething
ton. "It also
helps you listen to the details of what other
and
how they're organized, so you can come
people say
back through it just as organized as they were and refute
it point by point." These skills are highly transferable.
Ethington also noted his debate methods have greatly
helped the organization of his thoughts in things like
presentation and writing.
To close off the interview, the debate club received

ringing endorsement from its captain in the way of its
diverse participants. "Everyone is welcome in debate. If
there's a person out there who hasn't really found their
club, or a place to really come together. This is really a
a

place where there's no mold,
Ethington commented.

but everyone is welcome,"

Polo Mann practices giving state
ments as others look on, jotting down
notes and feedback.
PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

®

Participants Jacob Ethington and

Naylor look over some
they prepare for a debate.

Jonathan
notes

as

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS
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The Washington D.C. skyline, migh
lighted by the Washingtolil Monument.
PHOTO CA;ULlE CQTNER
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EDUCATING
CONSENT
Cultivating a safe and intimate environment
When

tragedy happens to someone, most people choose between two
options. Either to forget that the terrible thing happened, or to overcome it
and prevent it from happening to others. The latter is what the Sexual Assault
a

and Violence Education Club (SAAVE club) was created after
founders survived a traumatic personal experience.
Andrea Pisors,
in 2017.

"My

senior

a

mom

told

pre-med major,

me

that God

was

used her story

going

to use

one

to create

of the

the club

this," Pisors shared.

Pisors said the purpose of SAAVE is to educate students on consent. In
education, Pisors hopes that students will be able to differentiate between

wanting

to versus

"Above all, I
"I do

not want

the club

feeling forced.
want

anyone

my members

to

feel safe and

respected,"

Pisors noted,

walk away from myself, my vice president or
or
feeling less than because of something they

to ever

feeling disrespected

couldn't control."

closely with the Title IX coordinators and the counsel
campus. Pisor hoped that the club would serve as a connector
survivors and people who could offer help.

SAAVE worked

ing

services

between

on

"We don't claim to be any form of a support group. We're here for sur
vivors, but we're mainly here to inform," Pisors commented, "But if there is
any time when we do need to do something further, we are very connected

counseling service and the Title IX coordinator."
a
calling to establish the club on campus. She shared a story
of feeling convicted in chapel to speak out about her experience and create

with the

Pisors felt

the club.
"I created SAAVE for

one

person,

not

who needed it," Pisors shared.
In future years, Pisors wants the club
and

de-stigmatize

the

experiences

anyone in

to

be

an

particular,

but

opportunity

of survivors.
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to

a

person

educate

Andrea Pisor and Ste�heR Jones hope
change the enviwl'lmel1'1'li.md create a
safe place f:9f peGple to talk.

to
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TUNE IN
From

recording to final product,

KORU

does it all

ORGANIZATIONS

© Oral Roberts University

to

The station offers students of any major a chance
production and broadcasting in a

be involved with

workshop and a club, all students are
welcome to join and explore their interests in radio.
"We give students the opportunity to get experi
ence with radio whether it's with
producing, program
or
talent
and
ming
being
recording the shows," shared
"You
don't
have
to be a
Brewington.
journalism stu
unique

way. As

a

dent

to be a part of the radio. We have news,
sports,
entertainment, and even just conversations."
Meetings at the beginning of the semester estab

lish the

plan of action for the upcoming semester. Staff
through the positions and shows available, and
Brewington delegates tasks to those desiring to take
part in KORU during the semester.
A variety of topics and views are shared through
the broadcasts in 15, 30 minute or one hour long
shows. The Bridge is one show currently being host
ed by two convergence journalism students, Chisom
Uche-Onyilofor and Deborah Laker.
"The Bridge was created by two African ladies as
a
platform for global discussions," shared Laker. "We
walks

In the

early 60s, ORU launched an FM radio sta
KORU, initially broadcasting exclusively to Okla

tion,

homa and parts of Kansas and Arkansas.
Older forms of production were carried
reel-to-reel tape
art

take

still considered

out,

as

state-of-the

share

listeners.

Over time students and part time staff began to
over most of the
production as the station shifted

21st century technology.
Today KORU is offered 24/7

to

new

The show shared music, weather and

technology.

news to

was

to

listeners

by

opportunity to learn, listen and broadcast
the

workshop

and club that

meets on

is of

is

overseen

completely run by students and
by convergence journalism professor Mark
the fall of 2016, the station experienced a

major break as

over

two-thirds of the staff were lost and

the company that had

shows shut down

previously

causing

a

been

need for

producing
growth.

a

opportunity

to

major

study opportunities

program.

went

in my

and

everyone else in between."

said

as

the

man

everyone,"
everything
Brewington. "It is
on
of
what
top
my job to stay
everyone is doing from
to show hosts to the website coordinator and
producers
age

"We

to

make

possible work with many
also busy with other on campus ac
as

to

only

meet once a

week, but I will say that

very intentional with the hosts and the
work with," said Brewington. "It is awesome
I

am

the end of the
in whatever

how much

to

to see at

have grown

establish the station and

something worth listening to.
hope to leave something that

"I

would love

I

people
they are doing."
still growing and adjusting as new stu
the station expands. Staff such as Brew

semester

join and
ington have worked hard

create

people

areas

KORU is

to see

KORU continue

is sustainable. 1

even

after 1

am

gone

if it isn't

necessarily a radio show but just students
coming together to learn and build something," said
Brewington.
even

freshman year, fall semester
station manager, and I have been ever since. I
"I

stereotypes."
produce and edit their

week. The station works

flexible

are

to

tivities.

dents

within

as

students who

lead and rebuild the station after

conversation about work

her

once a

the schedules

the

new

Current KORU station manager, Lauren Brew
ington, a senior convergence journalism major, secured

the

shows

own

campus.

KORU is almost

Labash. In

international students and

These students take time

as mu

podcasts and prerecorded shows are created and
uploaded online to koruradio.com and on their own
personal radio app.
An

as

meaningful conversations with guests about
race, religion, food, music and movies. All of this is

engage in

done with the intention of shattering

sic,

fered

experiences

our

The station is available, and after two years of re
building, KORU is strong and ready to be advertised
and

experienced by the
beyond ORO's campus.

student

body

and individuals
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STORY HANNAH FLETCHER DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

THE HEART OF

JOSE

SAN
My Journey
There's
there

a

on

Spring Break Missions

difference between

visiting

a

country while

on

vacation and

tourist, all you ever get to see is the surface of
going
the country, the very "best" it has to offer. The people there are too busy mak
ing sure a stay in their country is fun and memorable for visitors to really get
to

on

missions. As

know them. But

on

a

missions, it's different. You

can

bypass

all the hotels

luxury shopping centers to get to the very heart of a
glimpse into people's everyday lives. There, the people are

and the beaches and the
country and get

a

real.

They're genuine. And they, like all of us, need the love of a Savior.
experienced when I went on a Spring Break missions' trip
during the spring semester of 2019. My team and I grabbed our passports,
packed our bags, and flew to sunny San Jose, Costa Rica for nine intense
days. The team was made up of quite a variety of years and majors. Our team
This is what I

leader and unofficial

Catalina Adame,

a
passionate senior
our assistant team leader,
by
joined
major.
the always-enthusiastic Trey Jordan, junior mechanical engineering major.
Together, they formed a determined and devoted dynamic duo.
The rest of the team was comprised of Amanda Maple, junior interna
tional business major, Austin Carruth, freshman ministry and leadership ma
jor, Anna Woythal, freshman elementary education major, Delaney Hallum,
freshman social justice major, Mycah Blanton, freshman psychology major,
Olivia Penner, junior graphic design major, and myself, a senior writing ma
jor. Together, we were Team Costa Rica.
"I learned a lot on this trip, that God can't be limited by the length of
the trip," Adame said, "Spring break trips are just as effective as months-long
trips. If you have an open heart and willingness for the Lord to use you, He
can do
mighty things within a moment's notice."
Even though our stay in Costa Rica was short, each day was filled to
the brim with intentional and powerful moments. We were blessed with the
amazing opportunity to stay at the San Jose base of Youth With A Mission
(YWAM), part of a network of missionary-prep schools and community out
reach programs. During our time there, we joined their weekly routine of

team mom was

health and exercise science

She was

homeless and children's ministry, Bible distribution, prayer for the
nity, and development of the base's land for further expansion.

commu

feeding the homeless, or walking through dangerous streets to
give Bibles away," Woythal said, "my heart was changed in the way I view
people. More compassion and love towards other people has come over me,
and I view others with a lens of Godly love. God put in me the way He views
these people-how they are His children, and while they might be on the
streets right now, God still has a plan and a purpose for their lives."
"While
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were blessed to see Costa Rica's natu
ral wonders up close on our free day.

We

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

Olivia Penner
book.

®

helped

create

this year

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

The

©

police of San Jose face many
dangerous situations, but we prayed for

their

safety.

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

<,

Our first

.....

to an

@

��

hugs

day of ministry involved going
outdoor mall and giving away free
and prayers.

PHOTO CAT ADAME

�Y
_

..

®

This

trip united

leadership

like

our

team in

nothing

friendship

we'd

ever

enced before.
PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

..
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and

experi

Even

though

San

Jose

is

a

popular

tourist destina

tion, and one of the safest cities in Central America, peo
ple there still live under the threat of human trafficking,
gang violence, and poverty, to name a few.
Through homeless ministry, we encountered

of

from

refugees

who

a

group

fleeing
politi
cal chaos of their home country. They were very grate
ful for the food and few clothes we brought with us to
give away. Even though our team did not include any
fluent Spanish-speakers, God was able to reveal His love
to them
through us.
One person planted firmly in my mind from those
nights was a man by the name of Hurnberto Jose. He was
also a refugee from Nicaragua, but from his ready smile
and gregarious demeanor, you could not have guessed
at the sorrow in his heart. Hurnberto was
delighted to
talk

to us

Nicaragua,

and very

patient

as we

all worked

to

piece

to

conversation with

gether enough Spanish
carryon
him. Through that conversation, he explained that he
was a Christian, but wanted to receive the
baptism of
the Holy Spirit. He also entreated us to pray for his re
maining family still trapped in Nicaragua and that God
would provide a means for him to afford permanent
housing. Even though my team and I were there to serve
him, speaking with him touched me just as much as our
to

a

prayers touched him.

"[This trip] showed
looks like,"
contact

Maple

with

for them.

were

They

me

what

true

hunger

for

wanted

more,

they

wanted the Lord. And it showed

wanted prayer, they
that no place is too

me

far gone. God will work in people you never thought He
would. Seeing their hunger for prayer is just a reminder
on

how

we

all should be with the

Lord-hungry

for

for Him, and for helping those around us."
Of all the days full of ministry, prayer, and showing
God's love to the people of San Jose, for me, the pinnacle
more,

moment

day. My

of the
team

trip actually happened

had

joined

forces with

a

the very last
larger team, who
on

visiting YWAM all the way from Norway. Together,
split into groups and went door to door, visiting the

were
we

residents of one of the

in

dangerous neighborhoods
San Jose. Our mission was simply to give our Bibles and
pray for them if they were willing. In one of these houses
lived an older woman named Maria Elena. She graciously
invited us in when we explained our purpose and imme
diately began telling us her life story.
Through the aid of our group's interpreter, Maria
pleaded with us to pray for her living situation, because
most

for

fighting

ownership of her
from being forced

house-the

only thing preventing her

to return to

her abusive husband. In addition

to

this, she

might be pregnant by another man and
believed the being inside her was not a baby, but rather
afraid she

evil spirit. As she spoke, I could feel God's intense
to reveal Himself to her, and as Penner, who was

an

desire

also there, lifted her voice up in prayer, I imagined God's
powerful presence filling up the rooms of her house, driv

ing

out

the demonic forces which tormented her.

As the prayer

face.

Through

ended, I could

tears,

she

see

the difference in her

joyfully explained that she heard

God's voice in her heart, speaking as through holy fire,
promising that she would keep her house and be pro
tected. After this, I

blessed with the

was

opportunity

to

through the prayer for salvation, and as we left
her home, my heart was higher than the clouds drifting

walk her

peaks of San Jose.
really showed me the Father's love for His
the
people," Jordan said. "It was eye-opening to me
that
had
when
we would
them
joy
hugs.
people
just give
Just simple acts of love really just meant the world to
them. My perspective of the Father's love changed to a
realization that no matter where you're at in life, He is
still reaching out for you and wanting to help, because
He just loves you."
across

the

"This trip

...

This mission

hope

said. "So many people we came in
desperate just for someone to pray

in the process of

was

was

the

were

she

sun

every

day

trip wasn't

and worked

easy. We woke up with the

long hours, ministering

whomever would listen. If I had tried
on

my

strength,

own

I would

not

such miracles in the hearts of the
"I would tell
to not

someone

to

do any of that
have seen God work
to

people we encountered.
considering missions

who is

be afraid and be bold," Hallum said. "You may be

wary about traveling across or out [of] the country with
a
group of people [you] barely know, but just know that

plan for you so there is no reason to
myself that many, many times, and by

the Lord knows the
worry. I had

to

tell

to Costa Rica I
grew closer with my fellow peers
and fell in love with missions. So, do not be afraid; God's

going
got

you."
Going

on

missions is

if you humble

not

for the faint of heart, but

God and say, "My hands
yourself,
and heart are open, please use me," you will see an abun
dance of blessing in your life, and the lives of the people
you

serve.

ORU offers

turn to

an

hearts for missions,
do is ask. You'll find

incredible

ters

so

to

a

missionaries-to-be
and

if you

community that fos
feel led, all you need

congregation of

eager fellow

take the

go

ready
leap,
bring the Gospel to every nation.
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to

to

therefore,

o

We ministered to an elementary school
with more than 150 students. The chil

dren had such

sweet

hearts.

PHOTO CAT ADAME

®

After spending time with the children
taking refuge from unsafe home lives,
we lifted
up the staff of that halfway

house up in prayer.

PHOTO CAT ADAME

©

Trey

Jordan

always

did his best

our

spirits when

ing

songs, games, and

make

us

to uplift
tough, lead
telling stories to

times got

laugh.

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER
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THE REPUBLICAN

-I
t

Encouraging community on
both sides

of the fence

The ORU

College Republicans club for students on campus is quite a
unique group of people to add to the community of ORU. The president of
the club, Brendon Martin, is a sophomore history, humanities and govern
ment
major. One thing that the ORU College Republicans club participates
in every year

on

campus is the 9/11 memorial service. This service is a col
College Republicans and College of Democrats

laboration between the ORU
clubs.
ideals

"Something that the club strives for is to not only further our party's
and goals, but we also encourage community among both sides of the

fence," Martin said.
Over

spring break

a

few of the members of the club

went on a

trip

to

Washington, D.C.. While there they prayed over the nation's government,
spoke to the community on how the government could be improved and
even went to a

conference

supporting the

nation of Israel.

Before becoming president of the club, Martin began attending small
events that the club put on. He took on the responsibilities of president the
fall

semester

of 2018. The officers in the club

Karina Salcedo

are

Mack Savala (treasurer),

and Hannah Brennecke

(vice president),
(press secretary).
College Republicans club tries to help out the community as much
as
possible with the activities they do on and off campus. Recently they put
out
signs for the Lt. Gov. Republican candidate, Matt Pinnell, who is also an
ORU alum, and assisted the Republican Party picnic which was a "get out
and vote" rally for Republicans.
"It's special here at ORU because there are many different organizations
that are republican [based] but here on campus we have the mindset of not
only academics but we are given the opportunity to grow as politicians while
we
grow academically." Martin explained. "It's not all about growing our
party and winning elections, but also growing in our spiritual walk at the
The ORU

.

"

same time.
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Mack Savala shares his excitement in
front of the nation's Capitol.
PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

®
©

Hannah Brennecke smiles at the
outside of the Capitol building.

camera

PHOTO BAILEE HALE

Government and Journalism students pose
outside of the White House (left to right)
Mason Beasler, Ashley Beal, Blake Worley,
Hannah Brennecke, Johnathan Naylor, Zoe
Davis, Deborah Laker, Hannah Nelson,
Bailee Hale and Karina Salcedo.
PHOTO DR. LINDA ROYALL
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

Educating ORU students in supporting
Israel

ORU has, for many years, been focused
Through missions, prayer teams and

ORU campus and student
the world.
There

are

many

body

has been able

opportunities

to

reaching
technology,

on

nations.

to

reach

become involved

the
the

across

on cam

pus with this vision in mind. Student run clubs are one such
option and encourage individuals to become part of a commu
nity working to reach beyond ORU.

Junior graphic design major Nerhanel Maldonado was
chosen to be a part of global impact through United for Israel
(UFI), a student led club that meets on campus.
The club had been active for

nado

into

came

UFI

leadership.

five years before Maldo
birthed out of a need to

over
was

educate ORU students about ways they can support the nation
of Israel as well as create a shift in the view of the nation of

Israel.
"The purpose for the ORU United for Israel Club is to
not
just from a Biblical standpoint but a political one

educate
too.

Because the Israel

topic goes way past religion and culture,"

Maldonado said. "That is what is

showing
come

learn, experience,

being communicated;

we are

form. Our peers have a place to
and eventually build their personal nar

Israel in its real

true

rative."
wide range of ideas and shared beliefs about
nation and a people group. A significant accomplish

There

are a

Israel

as a

ment

for the club would be this creation of a

personal

and

narrative

off cam
through group discussions, guest speakers
pus according to Maldonado.
"We have so many opportunities working with people
nationally and even in the Tulsa community," Maldonado ex
plained. "Tulsa has a great Jewish population, and our relationship with them is growing."
United for Israel is open for students from any background
looking to learn more about this nation and ways they can be in
events

"

volved with connected communities and

organizations around

Tulsa. Students involved

to

encouraged become connected
with other clubs as well, including ORU College of Democrats
and College Republicans, according to Maldonado.
"Israel is such
and discover it for

a

are

diverse

topic, and I encourage you

yourself,"

to come

Maldonado shared.

Davon Lee, Joy Green and Keenan Penn
II have served Christians United for Israel
on Campus with passion. CUFI's members

bring

awareness

to

all

things

Israel.

PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN
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Dr. Dominic Halsmer shares with
students during a Worship Warriors

meeting.
PHOTO RYAN C MACMILLAN
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

WARRIORS
OF THE WORD
Extending the healing power of God through worship
Oral Roberts

University has

a

unique student

body made up of individuals learning, growing
and walking in faith together. Within this larger
smaller groups thrive in community, pursu
the ideas and dreams the Lord has given them.

body,
ing
The

Worship

Warrior Word

(WWW)

movement

such group currently meeting together
campus. This movement, founded by junior
is

one

counting major Tyler Russel, began
2016 when Russel
he

given

was

people

was a

August

assignment from the Lord

an

of

freshman. Russel believed

deeper relationship

into

in

on
ac

to

lead

with the Lord that

far surpasses the surface level of Christianity.
"The vision is to extend the healing power

of God

the students of ORU. Out of this

to

God's

want to see

We

want

to see

healing

power

begin

to

we

work.

students healed from sicknesses

them walk free, to
be transformed and catch fire for God," Russel
and diseases. We

want to see

Approximately
come
through and joined the movement over
the last two years according to Russel. The group
meets for biweekly Bible studies and prayer walks
declare God's word

over

in his

movement

own

life

as

experience

most

like-minded individuals, "if you want to learn
more about the Word, surround
yourself with

people who

are

studying the Word."

"The community helps greatly, as you can be
surrounded by others who are pursuing the same

thing you are,"

Small shared.

The WWW

movement

holds

a

prayer walk
at the

around campus in November making stops
GC, Chapel and Praying Hands. "We want
clare Oral Robert's vision

over

the

to

university

de

and

pray for the healing power of the Lord to flood
into the university and heal students and lift them

up,"

Russel

explained.

The founders believe this
tinue

to

grow

as

they

movement

continue

to sense

will

the

con

Holy

Spirit moving forward to keep the group together,
to provide a place for
personal and spiritual growth
and

the university.

Another leader shared his
WWW

growth that I have achieved has been in
movement. A lot of people
who come in and pass through this group also say
they have experienced some of the fastest growth
they've ever seen."
Russel shared the importance of being around

40-50 students have

commented.

to

"The

connection with this

to see

the Lord

move

and work

at

ORU.

with the

and the

well

as

growth he experienced
the growth he's seen in

the lives of others who

join. "The best part of this
movement
getting
opportunity to grow,"
senior theology major Alexander Small shared.
is

the
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

PRODUCTS OF

PRODUCTION
Reporting to change the world
On the
continues

cutting edge

in many aspects of education and

stride forward with

technology,

ORU

its students

to
programs encouraging
television
headed
practice
knowledge.
workshop,
up by jour
nalism Professor Mark Labash, was one such program introduced to ORU's
students in spring of 2019. The workshop titles are News Anchoring 0RN
to

their

A

new

new

215) and Television Production (TVF 216).
This

workshop provides individuals the opportunity to be creative and
work with multiple majors to prepare a weekly production called "The Take."
Cinema, television and digital media (CTD) majors operate the cameras and
technical production. While convergence journalism majors provide content
and talent for the shows.
"It is

two

classes

operating

in

conjunction with one another. Convergence
creating content while the CTD

their skills

journalism [majors practice]
majors will produce and work on their skills necessary for
Ashton Stafford, a sophomore CTD major. "We are able to
repetition

and

The class

move

get the technical

around in different roles."

twice

meets

the future," said

a

week; however, the

production takes place
produce a complete show

main

chapel. During this time, students
each
practicing
aspect of production. For CTD students this includes every
from
directing to specific camera angles.
thing
Fridays

before

"Having the consistency of a set time to show up and work creates a dis
cipline and work ethic that is very important to learn," stated Zac Goley, a
sophomore CTD major. "We come in the mornings at 7:50, though I per
sonally come in a little early as I like being in the studio."
Students are provided with an opportunity to take their knowledge and
apply it in a real-life setting. "Professor Steele once said, 'I don't care if you
can define edit; I care if you can do it.' The
professors respect you as an adult
and your work in the field of study. We get the opportunity to practice as we
have been taught," shared Goley.
"No matter what you prefer, TV or Film, you get the opportunity to prac
tice and have knowledge of both to have a larger skill set to get your foot into
the door. It's practical, and even gives us an example of what the work place
may be like in the

them

along with

or

is

a team

effort whether you get

not."
is also

developed through this workshop allowing
students
throughout the semester. The television
workshop and adjunct programs are expected to continue growing and im
proving as creativity, hard work and discipline are cultivated.
A

sense

of

future," said Safford. "It

to

comradery

feel

a

part of

a

team

ACADEMICS
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Callie Cotner reporting the
set of "The Take."

news on

the

PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

Lauren

®

©

day

at

Brewington prepares for another
by reviewing the script.

the station

PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

The director calls the shots as the techni
cal director ensures all shots are done

properly.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

@

Sydney
main

McCollum opertates one of the
of the news set.

cameras

PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN
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These three presidents, Hannah Nelson (Eng
lish Club), Regan Fleming (Promethia Editor)
and Nathan Irwin (Inklings & C.S. Lewis), come
together to enjoy their favorite pastime.
PHOTO PAULINE voo
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STORY MICHAEL REYNOLDS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

ENGLISH TIME!
Don't judge the English

department by its cover!

The English and Modern Languages Department of
fers several ways for students to get involved. There are
three organizations: the C.S. Lewis and the
Inklings

Hannah Nelson, a sophomore English education
jor, runs the English Club on campus. She attended

Club, the English Club and the ORU literary journal,
Promethia. Each activity is unique in what they do and

her freshman year. Walden Weekend is when the English
Club goes on a retreat to the Ozark Mountains to focus

what kind of events

on

fantasy
events

themed

they hold.

events

events

on

Inklings host various
English Club hold
literary works, while Pro

whereas the

based around famous

methia puts

The

that promote writers

to

be

cre

ative.

Inklings host some annual events that ORU stu
always look forward to attending. These events are

Hobbit Day and Tolkienfest. Hobbit Day is
which club members eat food and play some
while

the

watching
birthday
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring.
scene

Their second annual
the

During
ignated place to
event.

event,

event,

an event

in

light games

from The Lord of the

Tolkienfest,

is

daylong
gather at a des
of the Rings ex
a

club members

watch all three Lord

tended edition movies. Nathan Irwin, a junior drama,
television, and film performance major, has recently

claimed the title of club

president. "I wanted to take over
Inklings Society
began to become an actual
member of the club and because the previous president
asked me to," Irwin recalled. "I showed up regularly to
the

when I

events
to

the

took

writing

in the

her

Club's

English

in

a

knew that her

son

The
dents

of the

English

events,

naturalistic

Walden Weekend,

setting.

Nelson

ma

one

during

immediately

ORU would be spent involved
year
when
so
the opportunity arose for
Club,

next

at

president, she jumped at the chance. Nel
cultivating activities for people with a similar
in literature and good stories.

to serve as

loves

interest

In addition

look forward

to

to a

Walden Weekend, ORU students can
Christmas party during the fall semes

and

during the spring semester the English Club has
game night. Everyone comes together and plays board
games for a couple of hours. The English Club welcomes
all people of different social and cultural
backgrounds.
The ORU literary magazine, Promethia, orchestrates
one
poetry night every semester for ORU students, fac
ulty, alumni, and others who wish to enjoy sharing their
poems and short stories. They encourage everyone to
bring their own original works to present. In the spring
semester, the "Prornethia Unveiling" is hosted, where
they showcase the literary journal.
ter

a

spring and became more involved and closer
previous president, Anna Pearson." Irwin gladly

last

over as

president.
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A DEPARTMENT WITH A
HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE
Students with

a

passion for knowledge

come

discuss policy issues and possible solutions for

The

History,

ment at

Humanities and Government

Oral Roberts

University

Depart

is well-known for

equip

its students with skills and

knowledge to change the
world. Its reach travels all across the globe, expanding over
land and sea as graduates set out on exciting career oppor
tunities, going "where His light is seen dim." The achieve
ments of students are often in the
public eye and for good
reason. Their
are
only the tip of an
accomplishments
of
hard work and preparation. Their
iceberg comprised
strife and effort, coupled with the passion and foresight
of the department as a whole, are the main motivators
ping

behind

History,

Humanities and Government students'

successes.

force,

a

used for

to

are

junior government major,

stated the

event was

"thinking through actual policy issues facing the
our nation,
debating possible solutions, and

world and

finding

ways

to

present

our

ideas

to a

broad audience."

tree was

current issues

found

to

be

a

very interactive

affair,

as

students spent an entire day engaged in competition.
Similar department conferences were held throughout

the year
had

as

well. Some, like the Global Crisis Simulation,

worldwide mindset. "We

a more

given specific
groups," said Laforce. "Each
solving a crisis involving terror
were

countries and divided into
was

country

placed

ism, disaster relief,
As

with
or

trade."

far-reaching as the History, Humanities and Gov
Department's hand can be, it also had a high lev

ernment

el of influence within the Tulsa community itself. Jamie
Cole, a junior international relations major, was happy
to

within the

department
exposed
many
events in order to ready mind,
body and spirit for their
prosperous futures. Liberty Tree was one such event that
worked to sharpen the minds of participants. Aleah La
Majors

Liberty

together to

share about her involvement in
"We

are

a

currently collaborating

Tulsa-based
with

a

project.

start-up

com

pany called Tulsa Urban Data Pioneers to help improve
the efficiency of Tulsa's customer service to its citizens,"

Cole

explained.

"I

am

an

active

participant

in the

re

search process. This has given me real world experience
and has allowed to me apply what I have learned outside
the classroom."

Both

through

of these students

actively pursued

success

the

History, Humanities and Government De
only are they better equipped for the fu
they're getting a lot out of the department in

partment. Not
ture,

but

the present too.
"All of the possibilities that have been

opened up
working with this
start-up company have been a highlight of my college
experience," Cole said. The events had a big impact on
Aleah Laforce's faith walk as well. "In being involved and
meeting new people I am constantly challenged," Laforce
commented. "I make an intentional effort to spend alone
time with God in order that I might be properly fueled to
adequately and selflessly serve those around me."
The History, Humanities and Government
depart
ment works hard and
provides opportunities to help its
students grow both academically and spiritually. Through
them, ORU, Tulsa, and the world at large are given a tre
mendous gift in knowledgeable and Spirit-led students.
to me as a
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research assistant such

as

Students converse about national and
international policy issues and solutions
during the Liberty Tree conference.
PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Policy
work

to

debates take place as students
find possible solutions for current events.
PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Dr. Mark Hall from

George

department,
students and

factulty

at

®

Fox Uni

versity (top center), Dr. Kevin Cooney
(top center left) and the chair of HHG
Dr. Curtis

®

©

Ellis, stand with
the Liberty Tree
conference.

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

MUSIC FOR THE
PEOPLE
The campus is alive with the sound of music

Music in all forms and mediums has

the years
deeply rooted part of the culture on ORU's campus. All aspects of the
musical process, from the beginning composition to the final production are
into

developed throughout

a

taught

and studied with

pride.
department develops and refines its craft in order to pro
duce well-rounded graduates with adept experience in their individual fields.
The many aspects of the department- including performance, produc
tion, music therapy and worship- had opportunities to partner together to
produce new projects throughout the year.
Music production majors partnered with singers, musicians, song
writers and producers in the department to compose and develop their own
unique worship record.
"For the last few years we've been working on our own worship music.
We've been working with student songwriters and teachers to eventually start
a record label in this
department," said Music Professor Dr. Tim Waters. "This
department would begin to put out its own music to share with the public."
Talented students, faculty and alumni have been working hard in order
to see this
objective come into fruition.
Students will continue to have an opportunity to exercise their gifts and
talents in a new way through connection with this program.
While there are larger and more competitive universities, ORU has an
aspect that is unique and compelling as the presence of the Lord is felt strong
ly in every aspect of the college and the program, according to Waters.
"The music department at ORU is incredibly unique in the way that it
[includes] classical music training while also introducing students to present
day technologies and opportunities in the music industry," said Kailey Abel,
a freshman music
production major.
This family is only expected to grow in the coming years as new classes
are
being created for the department to expand in the coming semesters while
students continue to flourish in their giftings.
ORU's music
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Isis Palma

practices piano

of the practice
Barton Hall.

in

one

on an

rooms

Essex

in Timko

PHOTO PAIGE MCCASKILL

®

Palma

contemplates what

she should

sing

next.
PHOTO PAIGE MCCASKILL

©

This beautiful Steinway
to all of our ears.

piano

is

a

blessing

PHOTO PAIGE MCCASKILL
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Kaylee Watson fixes Ashlyn Edward's hair
they prepare for their next scene in
Bright Star.

as

PHOTO CHAEWOON Y�O

®

Caleb Vaughn, Rebekah Wood, Alyssa
McGuire and Timothy Conn performe
a scene in The
Importance of Being
Earnest.
PHOTO CHAEWOON Y�O

©

Laura

Delangel

stage

at Lost in

and Haileigh Warren back
Yonkers.

PHOTO CHAEWOON Y�O
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STORY MICHAEL REYNOLDS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

ACTING FOR
THE COMMUNITY
Building community for the
community
On the second floor of the Graduate Center there
are

in

many different offices scattered about. Tucked away
of the corners is the Theatre, Dance and Visual

one

Arts

department.

Here resides

some

of ORU's

most

tal

Works program.
ORU's

from

primary

mission

statement sets

them apart

universities, and while it affects the staff and
departments, it also influences the aspiring actors as well.
most

ented acting teachers. The teachers love not only working
for ORU, but teaching what they are passionate about.

producing Christian plays; we are Christians
producing plays," Theatre, Dance and Visual Arts De

"I get

partment Chair Laura Holland noted. When it comes to
the plays that they put on, the faculty chooses a play after

to

do what I love with the

single day,"

that I love every
Sanders, the technical direc

said

people

Courtneay
department.
The department has a single club under its jurisdic
tion, ORU's chapter of Alpha Psi Omega. For a student
to be inducted into Alpha Psi
Omega, they must accu
mulate points through involvement with both the uni
versity's theatre department and Tulsa public theatres.
Events that the department holds for the Tulsa com
munity consists of shows that are both on and off cam
pus. During the fall semester they put on "fall classics"
for local Tulsa high schools, in which teachers and their
tor

for the theatre

students visit the campus and watch the production.
During the spring semester of the 2018-2019 academic
their children's

school year, the

play,
ter

the

back

department performed
Ugly Duckling," in elementary schools. Af
tour of the schools was
complete, the actors went

"The

to

the schools in

costume to

participate

"We aren't

deliberating among themselves with one certain question
in mind proposed by Dr. Holland, "Can we defend the
message of this play?" This is a driving point behind the
choosing of the plays that the department puts on for the
community. They consider the budget, their actors, stage
hands, designers, etc.
ORU's theatre, dance and visual arts department
considers the Tulsa community and ORU's student body
when beginning the selection process for a new produc
tion. Whether it is free tickets for high schoolers, or go
ing into an elementary school classroom to bring the arts
to

kids who would

never

have the chance

to

experience

it, this ORU
in mind

their

as

department truly has the Tulsa community
well as the student body when it comes to

yearly calendars.

in classes

of hours with the younger students. On
the weekends, an ORU professor and some students at
for

a

couple

tended the Tulsa

ing class put

on

Performing Arts Center to teach an act
by the New York's Public Theatre Public
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Dr. Marshal Wright comments on business
student Micah Samuelson's presentation.
PHOTO PAULINE voo

STORY FAITH WILSON DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

ITIS NOT JUST

BUSINESS
Utilizing an analytical mind
for the creative
Walking
ing

to

out

of the Hall of Mirrors and transition

the GC, there is

student. On the
TV

sight for any ORU
glass-paneled room filled with

a common

right sits a
a
long conference table,

trends and shifts. The Business

Department

has several

ambitious students, including Amira Veenker, who has
a master's in business administration. Veenker worked as

screens and
more known as
the shark tank. This is part of the education for the busi
ness
majors, as they can conduct meetings and see how

the

stocks

of climbing the ladder," Veenker said.
Veenker wants to help uplift women in the world of

and

the

rising
falling
Dyson, the interim chair for the graduate

are

at

same

time.

Dr. David

business

department,

has worked

in the business

Working

ORU for 39 years.
department, he won several
at

graduate business representative at ORU and plans
open her own business or take over her parents'.
"I would also like

business but believes that
well

awards for

being an outstanding educator. Despite these
acknowledgements, Dyson says he considers mentoring
students has been his greatest success.
"Helping my students succeed and achieve their

goals

to

trators

send them allover the world

is

a

real

highlight," Dyson

to

said.

become adminis

Dyson

the purpose of the business department in
leaders. "We teach people how to think

also shared

making good
critically and
analytically, and also how to communicate effectively,
making good decisions. It's a decision-making process,"
Dyson said.
Dyson shared the new data analytics program that
has been implemented in the department. He said the
market trend was gearing itself towards quantitative data
and working with artificial intelligence to predict market

to

together
"Men

inspire

women to not

women

and

men

to

be afraid

have worked

in the modern business world.

are

[becoming]

in management

positions.

Hict, but they're open

to

more
open to seeing women
You still have a little bit of con

it

because

women see a

differ

aspect and dimension than what guys do. They each
bring something different to the table," Veenekr said.
ent

The Business

Department offers courses that can ap
ply any major, including principles of marketing and
economics, both designed to help people navigate life in
to

an

efficient way.
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STORY MICHAEL REYNOLDS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

TAKING A
CHANCEY
The
has

College ofEducation

a new man

in the chair

Chancey Bosch stepped up as Undergraduate
College of Education this year. He was a

Dr.

Chair for the

P-12 educator for three years in

Hamilton, Ohio and for

five years in Memphis, Tennessee. After his education ca
reer, he went on to become a pastor for eight years. "My
'doors open, doors close.' After
my eight years of pastoring, I felt like it was time to move
on," Bosch said. "I applied to about 10 different schools

story has the old

adage

and was shot down
a

at

every

one

of them. Then ORU had

job opening."
Bosch has been with ORU for four years: three years
Education, and now one year in Undergrad

in Graduate

go back and influence the
education system from this level is what really intrigued
me," Bosch explained. Bosch was in the Marine Corps
uate

Education. "The idea

to

for six years and was picked for the officer program where
he served six years. "When I retire from what I love to

do, I could be a high school history teacher," he mused,
"Yeah, that'll work".
The
mester

College of Education held two events for the fall se
that Dr. Bosch eagerly anticipated. During home

coming week, there was
female

superintendents

shared their
you

were to

a

conference with four of the five

in Oklahoma in

panel. They
journeys
becoming superintendent. "If
tell me that there were only five female super
to

a

a

intendents, I would've said 'wow,'" Bosch said.
The Transformed Educators Conference took
in which ORU

December 1,
came to teach local
ern

strategies

when

in

they went

undergraduates

place

on

and alumni

public school teachers how to

use

mod

teaching that may not have been around
through their education programs.
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

MAKE ROOM
FOR THE NURSES
Expanding their space so they can
save

ORU's
in the
come

ever-expanding degree programs, specifically
College of Nursing, had some new developments
into fruition during the 2019-2020 fall semester.

In

January of

2019 President William Wilson

nounced ORU's
ties

for

across

an

plans
purchase and remodel proper
the street from campus. These plans allowed
to

of ORU's

expand.
provides
opportunity to grow the Anna
ORU's top-notch pro
Vaughn College of Nursing
that
boasts
a 100
as
percent job placement rate
gram
well as the School of Engineering," Wilson told the Tulsa
World in a news release to announce the plans. "The
some

"This

colleges
us

to

the

-

-

transition of these programs will also free up needed

space for other programs

The

new

buildings

at

ORU."

created

exciting expectations for

students who will get to experience the transition.
"I'm excited about the added space for growing the
class sizes," said Brianna Riley,
"I'm a little nervous that the
be isolated

even more

believe this

new

ORU's

a

freshman

nursing major.

nursing department

from the student

body,

space will be beneficial."

nursing college has been esteemed for

Madison Green smiles broadly
sports her daily uniform.

may

but still I

as

lives

years, and

produces well-rounded, hard-working gradu

Riley, as well as many others, credit much of this
to the
professors' creation of a community willing to be
challenged and stretched together.
"The faculty here is very invested in seeing you and
helping you succeed," shared Riley. "I also love the sense
of community the nursing program has. I feel like every
student sticks together and even upperclassman will take
time out of their days to invest in me. It's a really awe
some sense of family that you don't find everywhere."
These students and faculty can continue to grow
their program in the 100,000-square-foot building pur
chase along with a 14,000-square-foot warehouse.
"I'm happy that I go to a university that prioritizes
the needs of their students," said Madison Green, a ju
nior nursing major. "I'm excited for the growth that the
new
space is going to allow the nursing department to
have and for a new and improved learning environment."
The nursing department will now have the space it
needs to develop and continue to do beneficial work in
the coming 2020 fall semester and beyond.
ates.

many

she

PHOTO PAIGE MCCASKILL
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HEAVEN SENT
THERAPY
Healing the mind
to
change the spirit

The Behavioral Sciences

University

is

a

department

Oral Roberts

Department

at

founded

the

on

relationship

between science and the model for human behavior

set

by Jesus. Its students are expertly trained to approach
the problems of others with the skill and compassion
of Christ. Dr. Randall Feller, the department chair, has
much to say regarding the mission and method of his
department.
Behavioral Sciences works hard to foster good public
communication skills while also providing experience in
the field. Two clubs are encompassed within the depart
ment: Psi Chi Rho, the
psychology club and The Collec
club aimed towards social work, social
sociology majors. "We'll have four meetings

tive,

a

justice

and

a semester

with each of those groups, often on campus" said Dr.
Feller. "They'll bring in experts in the field of mental
health work and interact with them." Students in all four

internships, and
each club is involved in local non-profits. Engagement
is key, and the students participating are given ample op
portunities to establish relationships with agencies where
they may someday be employed.
majors

are

required

In addition

to

participate

in

these events, Behavioral Sciences also

off by

a

glass

door

or entrance

accessible behind

way;

rather,

it is open and

doors.

large, wide-open
disciplines rely heavily on social skills,"
said Dr. Feller. "If you're going to be a psychologist or
clinical social worker, you're going to be doing talk thera
py, and so when you think about being 'physically fit and
spiritually alive', the 'socially adept' part is very impor
tant to our
department."
Integrating Christian ideology is also a focus of the
Behavioral Sciences department. The Bible is about hu
"All four of our

man

behavior, and there

is

an

incredible

amount

of over

between the

teachings of Christ and the curriculum
department. Dr. Feller, in addition to being a li
censed psychologist, is also an ordained minister passion
ate about the inclusion of a
godly perspective in teach
ing. "In almost every class, we're talking about ways those
two interface with each other," said Dr. Feller.
"Many
of the topics in, for example, 1 Peter, are present in our
lap

in the

many models."

Regarding

common

misconceptions around Behav

ioral Sciences, Dr. Feller gave one concluding thought.
"Our job as mental health professionals is not to analyze

goes the extra mile to strengthen the bond between stu
dent and faculty- a focus that was evident even in the

people," Dr. Feller stated. "The problem isn't the person,
or
really even the problem. The issue is really self-limita
tion that keeps a person from seeing other options. Our
job is [to help those in need]."
The Behavioral Science Department truly offers a lot
to its students.
Many are guaranteed to leave ORU with
of
skills
and experience they could bring to the
plenty

presentation of the offices.

world.

hosts

a

to

beginning-of-the-year

Hammer Center
men,

as

available

introduce freshmen

to

upperclass

inform them of the many opportunities
them. The Behavioral Sciences Department

well
to

to

orientation held in the

as

Dr. Feller's office is

not

walled
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The Behavioral Sciences Department
prides itself on ensuring the mental health
of students and preparing those who will
later go into the workforce.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN
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Computing change
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As of the 2018-2019 academic school year,
teaching in the

ORU has three MASST scholars

Tulsa

area.

vantage,"

"I think

at

ORU

we

Locke shared. "We're

have

one

a

bit of an ad

of many schools

receiving this grant. Many [of] these students need
someone to connect

[that] Tulsa

public schools find it remarkable
graduates' bond with their students."
The road to success through the computer and
math department doesn't stop at the MASST pro
gram. A recent addition to the department has been
Titan, a supercomputer that generated much inter
est from both students and
faculty. "Titan has been
the subject of lots of projects, so one big push is for
a math
degree with a concentration in data science,"
Locke said of prospective changes to the depart
how fast

At ORU, each

department has a distinct cul
ture. The students and
professors foster relationships
with one another by organizing department events,
sharing meals and working hard to master course
material. There are variables that are constantly
changing in an educational department, and each
one
to
--

watchful eye and a God-turned heart
from freshmen to seniors
every member

needs

keep

a

--

oriented in the direction of success. In the

putation

and math

com

department, Leighanne Locke,

Assistant Professor of Mathematics, has worked her

hardest

that

do

the Math and

exactly
through
Scholarships for Teaching (MASST).
The goal of the MASST Program is to finan
cially support students with science, technology,
engineering or math majors. In return, MASST
to

Science

scholars

also called

are

community, serving

to

as

give back

math

or

to

the Tulsa

science teacher

are

certainly

few years. The benefits of
a two-way street: the
pro

gram is also

meant to

take

in

a

public

MASST

school for

a

for mathematics

high-need

a

people

with

a

passion

with them, and I hear often

ment.

area

our

"That will allow for students with interest in

big data to

take advantage of the supercomputer.
The steps the computer and math department
took are evident in the results of the Putnam exam.

Every year, the Math Association of America offers
the Putnam exam. On the same day, math majors
all over the country take an ali-day exam with, ac
cording to Locke, the hardest questions that could
be imagined. "Sometimes, they'll put on questions
that haven't even been solved yet," Locke added.
"Most people who take it get
had

two

math

a

zero,

majors actually

kinds of people who win these
partment is

or

MIT

students,

so

but last year we

Typically, the
things are Harvard

score.

that shows that the Math De

flourishing."

the sciences and put them in
make a difference in the quality

or

areas to

of education.
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NOT A TYPICAL
ENG�NEER
From

engineer to professor

Looking at ORU's engineering department one will
bright professors of varying background and train

find

the Goddard

land in the
the

Halsmer, who worked with NASA at
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary

Dr. Dominic

ing.

summers

of 1996-1997.

he worked

flight center,

on a

During

his time

at

project called the "Spin

ning Rocket Simulator."

explained that the "Spinning Rocket Simu
a
spacecraft that floated on a spherical
bearing, allowing people to experience what it would
be like to be in a spacecraft in flight. The simulator was
brought to ORU after it was completed. This allowed
Halsmer

lator" looks like

by his parents until
when
his parents experi
school
elementary
age
spiritual revival. His family then focused on their

Halsmer
around
enced

a

was

raised Catholic

relationship with God and the Holy Spirit, rather than
focusing on what their denomination required.
"Reason Worship" was an event that Halsmer hosted
at 1 :30
p.m. every Tuesday, where he gave students the
chance to talk about their profession and faith. "We wor
ship God by talking about what He is doing in the uni
verse,

and how that relates

to our

Christian faith." He

also directed The Center for Faith and
the

same

thing

he did

on

Learning doing
Tuesday afternoons; yet unfor

past

engineering students to use the simulator in their
projects. Some projects later went on to be used by
NASA and other private companies in their own rocket

tunately

senior

variety of classes that Halsmer teaches for the de
partment is vast, ranging from Intro to Engineering to

launches.

Applied Thermodynamics. He also teaches History of
Quantitative Thought in the Honors Program. Halsmer
has the background and connections to reach the engi
neering world through ORU's Christian education. He
opens those connections to his students by going to con
ferences and showing them that the engineering commu

Halsmer was born in

Lafayette, Indiana,

across

the Wa

bash river from Purdue

his

interest in

University. Halsmer developed
engineering from a high school counselor

profession to him. Later his father
University and toured the Purdue
Aerospace Engineering Program. After the tour, he fell
who

suggested

took him

in

to

the

Purdue

love with the idea of pursuing

a career

in

engineering.

program for five years.
where
a
students
work and study during
This is program
alternating semesters during their collegiate career.
He

participated

in the

Co-Op

it

was

defunded.

The

nity
see

can

be influenced in

that Halsmer is

he is

an
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a

positive

It is easy to
engineer, but rather

manner.

just typical
extrodinary human being as well.
not

a

Dr. Halsmer reads over new material be
fore a meeting with another student.
PHOTO PAULINE voo
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COMBINING WOR
AND PLAY
Developing the whole person
Oral Roberts

University consists of many different
departments, ranging from engineering to music, educa
drama and

everything in between. One such de
partment is the department of Health, Leisure, and Sport
tion

to

Sciences

(HLSS).

When asked about the

department's specialization,

Huber, department chair for HLSS, said it
was, "to train our majors to work in the sports, leisure,
fitness, and medical fields, as well as to help assist the
Dr. Fritz G.

ORU students into

cludes

developing a healthy lifestyle

that in

fitness."

physical
department has degree plans available for anyone
interested in jobs related to health and exercise science,
leisure science, sports management, and health and phys
The

ical education. These

majors

create

opportunities

riety of jobs in fields such as marketing,
park management and more.
In line with the

by

tenets

Oral Roberts and

the HLSS

of the

given

department

to

physical therapy,

University,
by God,

him

established

students in

whole person education,
praising God with their mind,

receive

and

to a va

a

learning, training,
body, and spirit.
The department focuses primarily on the body, offer
ing general physical education courses for all students,
some of which are even
taught by Dr. Huber himself The
department has access to several different facilities to help
the students stay in shape.
One of these facilities is the Aerobic Center, which
contains basketball and

quetball

court,

a

volleyball

track, and

a

gym

bikes, treadmills, ellipticals, and

pool, a rac
equipped with spin

courts,

more.

a

In addition

Aerobic Center, ORU also has several fields and
for various sports and other outdoors activities.
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to

the

courts

©

A

of

free climbs her way up the side
cliff trying to reach the top.

woman
a

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

®

One of the ways many enjoy
physical exercise is tennis.
PHOTO JOSHUA CARDOZA

Donned with

©

@

player

a

pair of cleats,

prepares to

run

a soccer

down the field.

PHOTO JOSHUA CARDOZA

Natasha Maldonado jumps over
she practices for an event.

as

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL
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getting

a

hurdle

STORY NATHANIEL SANCHEZ DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

THE STUDY OF A

l� f[ET� M [E
The

unique way oflearning at the
College of Theology and Ministry

A

of

of

season

Theology

change is sweeping over ORU's College
Ministry with the promise of a newly

and

available Ph.D. program coming in the 2019-2020 aca
demic year. During the 2018-2019 academic year, the
curriculum

planned. "We're mainly concerned with
new
emerging theologies in the global south," said Dr.
Eric Newberg, Associate Director of the Ph.D. program.
was

Pentecostalism and the Charismatic

movement

are

growing exponentially in regions such as Africa, and these
people who come from unique religious backgrounds
unaffected

by

the

enlightenment, have an appropriately
theology. As the faith expands, ORU

unique brand of
to
equip emerging believers with leaders who are
well-versed in scripture. That way, as beliefs are taught,
they are founded strongly in a solid, professional inter
pretation of the Bible.
"We call it 'Contextual Theology'," Dr. Newberg said,
seeks

describing the focus of the Ph.D. program. "These move
ments are
getting mature enough that they're wanting to
start schools, and so
they have to have teachers. To teach
and
to be accredited, the teachers have
education
higher
to have Ph.D.'s. We're aimed at those
people."
the
fall
of
international
students will
2019,
During
have the

opportunity

2019, the first

place.

to

take online classes. In

spring

for the Ph.D. program will take
The students will live here on campus for about

week

residency

time, with

approximately six visitations.
department caters to a global focus
as students will not have to reside in Tulsa
during most
of the academic year. "What I think will be really excit
ing is to hear the students talk about the theology that is
rooted [in] their own context," imagined Dr. Newberg,
grinning. "It'll be like a parliament of world religions
almost. They're all Christians, but it will be all different
one

at a

In this manner, the

brands of Christianity."

Another facet of the
flourished

College of Theology and Ministry

the 2018-2019: The Biblical Scholars

during
They focused on transcription and interpreta
tion of ancient biblical manuscripts, the Biblical Scholars

Initiative.

Initiative

(51) encompasses about 25 of the top students

in both
are

in

graduate and undergraduate programs. Students
required to have taken at least two years of Greek
order to participate. They read multiple versions of

the ancient Greek Bible,

scanning the lines for footnotes,
unique to their version.

references and word choices
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Overseeing

the

theology and ministry students is Dr.
professor of New Testament. "It's like

James Shelton, a
one
large improv Jazz concert," said

Dr. Shelton. "You

College

of Theology and

Ministry.

However, the bonds between the involved students
and faculty don't just rely on practical jokes; they're built

know their

practical application of theological knowledge. Teams
people spend hours poring over endless manu
scripts, searching for hidden meaning lost in translation.
Things don't always make sense, though, and it's up to
the team to work together to put together an accurate in
terpretation. Dr. Lyons spoke fondly of one such trouble
some
passage: "There were about six or eight sets of eyes
looking at it. I went back in the Hebrew, and we also
had a Septuagint. It's usually line one, then the echo in
line two. But this had three lines." The professor recalled

scriptures

very well. "You

can

tell what scribe

what in time," laughed Shelton. "Some were paid
the church to write. They weren't paid much and it's

wrote

by

evident."
Students

coming out of the Biblical Scholars

have had lots of

successes as

Initiative

of late. ORO's ties

Museum of the Bible in addition

to

to

the

the valuable research

of the students have
The Museum has

provided bountiful opportunity.
sent eight ORU students to Oxford,

England for two and a half weeks of advanced studies
including senior Jordan Way.
Additionally, Way will participate in a conference
in Oxford, England where researchers like senior Seth
Whitaker have presented papers and received atten
tion from well-recognized Biblical research institutions.
Specifically, Whitaker's paper landed him a spot in the
Ph.D. program at St. Andrews University, Scotland.
The College of Theology and Ministry is also re
nowned for the close, jovial relationship between faculty
and students. "As colleagues, we laugh with each other,
we
joke with each other. It's who we are, and it's en
forced," chuckled Dr. William Lyons, Associate Profes
sor

of Hebrew and Old Testament Studies. "You know

Dr. Shelton- I found

some

police

tape and

taped it up
saying, 'Archeologi

allover his office. I put a sign on it
cal dig within. Rare cultural specimen. Do
When he

text is

the

know all the different parts of the work, and it's
get
beautiful." Just as Dr. Shelton stated, students get to
to

Hebew

and hid!" Stories like this- where both the teller and the
listener have aching sides- are a big part of the culture in

read from

came

right to

around

to

find

not

me, I turned my

enter'.

lights off

on

of several

the number of scratched heads and discarded ideas with

"Eventually I had the idea that maybe this
is a compound word. It's those made-up words that are
really puzzling. We make up words all the time, and so
did they. We do a lot more than just the transcription of
a

wry smile.

texts

in SI."

Whether

practical theology major or just re
quired
department, the time is well
spent. Graduates are well-rounded individuals prepared
for any obstacle, according to Dr Lyons. "This depart
ment
prepares you for graduate school, but it really pre
pares you for all kinds of degrees. You come out of here
really strong, and I'm very proud of it." The College of
Theology and Ministry at ORU is an intricate weave of
skills and knowledge applicable in all areas of life, and
graduating students are empowered to go to the utter
to

most

you're

take

a

a

class in the

bounds of the earth because of it.

left.
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STORY MICHAEL REYNOLDS DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

THEOLOGICAL
TEACHERS
Teaching others to impact the world

Oral Roberts

University offers

a

wide variety of gradu

programs for those who wish to expand their educa
tion further than the typical bachelor's degree. One of
ate

the

popular studies is a master's in theology. From
graduate theology staff put applicants through
rigorous process where they must pass their Graduate
most

here the
a

Record Examination

(GRE), have

Point

as

as

a

Average (GPA)
Foreign Language

dents. All of these and
of whether
Once

or not a

applicants

classes focus

at

least

a

3.0 Grade

pass the Test of English
(TOEFL) for international stu
as

more are

the

determining

factors

student will be admitted.
are

accepted

into the program, their

topics aimed toward their desired disser

on

tation. This is

well

40-page research paper, which is typically
published, including all original work and ideas. With
all the work the students do throughout the program, it
is entirely pass or fail. Dr. Eric Newberg, associate direc
tor for the
graduate program, says that the program is
a

"academic boot camp, preparing [students] for the dis
sertation, to prove that the student can create first rate

scholarly work."
The

centered around certain topics accord
specialization. The courses are there
students
to teach at
prepare
higher education levels
can teach at other
they
prestigious schools. The un

ing
to
so

to

courses are

the student's

dergraduate

student goes

weeks and takes

to

anywhere

class every week for 14-16

between 13-18 credit hours

in the semester, while the standard

modular classes

over

graduate

student has

the span of two months with

a

total

of six credit hours.
Each student will have

week

campus for guid
lectures and presentations. The remaining seven
weeks are for their assignments, which are conducted
online. Once they present their dissertation to the board,
one

on

ance,

they

then have

seven more

weeks

to
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complete

the paper.

Dr.

Newberg

has served in school admin

istration and

pastoral ministry for the last

25 years.
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FROM TEACHER TO

ADMINISTRATOR
Helping students succeed
ORU offers many program opportunities for
to continue their education be

students who desire

yond their basic undergraduate degree. The Educa
tion Department offers one opportunity, a doctoral
degree, for teachers who want to climb higher in
the ladder of administration of their schools.
This

suming for those involved. The program includes
everything from on campus lectures to online home
included

to

readings.

A form of practicums is

tion for the

department's driving philosophy,
Boyd, Dean of the College of
is
"transformed educators transforming
Education,
society for the miracle of a transformed generation."
The doctoral degree has many prequalify
ing requirements such as a basic 3.0 unweighted
grade point average. Students must submit writing

words of Dr. Kim

focus

previous faculty

graduate staff to look over, and a back
required for those desiring

check is also

be admitted into the program. The staff then
take time to thoroughly consider each applicant
to

and make their decisions

for the

coming

There
in the

a

and advisors. The process goes a step farther as
students must complete a self-disposition evalua

prepare future administrators.

The

recommendations with

character and work ethic from

on

ground

degree plan is rigorous and quite time con

work and extended

samples along with

from

are

on

who will be admitted

year.
many different types of students

multiple disciplines applying,

thus

the program very diverse.
A doctoral student's experience is
ent

compared

quite differ

that of a traditional

undergradu
learning"
pre-assignments leading up

student. Students take "blended

ate

courses

to

to

making

and

consisting of

on-campus lecture

an
a

half

days.

Once

over

they

the

course

come on

of

two

campus for

the lecture the students attend

chapel like under
grad students and then finish up their lecture the
following Saturday. Afrer this lecture, students
have

a

post-assignment

total of four weeks
When

to

someone

that is online and have

a

finish it.
decides

to

apply

to

the Col

lege of Education's doctoral program, they sign up
for a rigorous, but rewarding process. Graduating
from the program is an achievement that anyone
be proud of, turning the graduate from teach

can
er

into

© Oral Roberts University

an

administrator.

STORY FAITH WILSON DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

COLLEGE WITHOUT

�O�D[E�§
Experiencing college
away from college
Paris, also known

as

hubs of the world. With
tecture

the city of love, is considered be one of the cultural
population of over two million people and archi

a

that drives its tourist

industry,

millions of traveler's flock

to

the

city.

study abroad program is no exception.
In Paris, France, Brooklyn Spille, a senior graphic design major, spent her
fall semester. Spille shared how the experience helped to fully shape her career.
"Living abroad is the dream for any adventurous soul. There is foreign
beauty all around that demands to be seen, captured, responded to. I chose
to
study abroad because I love adventure, I want to see as many places as pos
sible because as an artist, this is how I draw my inspiration," Spille shared.
"The prospect to see beauty in Europe and an opportunity for a graphic de
sign internship near Paris was the best combination for me."
The study abroad program is integral to the ORU mission statement
to
send people into all parts of the world. It provides opportunities for students to
not
only continue their academic career but to also grow in cultural awareness.
"I want to understand the tides of thought over the centuries and how
these influenced lifestyle, religion, and art. Simply traveling to another coun
try is eye-opening. Tasting and living in another culture teaches more than
any textbook or PowerPoint could," Spille said.
Spille shared good memories in Paris, including her now fiance buying a
ticket to propose to her under the Eiffel Tower. She is already looking for op
ORU's

--

portunities
to

to

go back and encourages all ORU students

to

go travel the world.

Spille reminded students, "[We] at study abroad like to encourage others
study abroad with this phrase: 'Because the world is filled with wonder,

and you

are

made

to

live it."
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bustle along a side street off of
Place de l'Opera in Paris, France.

People
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Brittany Willcoxon admires
the Louvre Museum.

paintings

®
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A chandelier shimmers in the

©

in

lighting

the

light, high-

breathtaking paintings

at

the

Louvre.

@
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The Eiffel Tower stands tall in the center
of the city.
PHOTO BROOKLYNN SPILLE
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MOVING
DESIGN & STORY ASHLEY SEAL

Beyond the

campus, to

impact the

world

Three years, four years, five years, ten years. Whatever it
may be, however long it took them to get here, whatever struggles
they endured, another spectacular group of people has graduated
ORU. As
to

they go

change

on to

change

the world,

the hearts of the students

they

they will

also continue

have encountered

on

campus.
As

they switched

their tassels from

right

to

left, theyof

ficially became alumni of our university. Moving forward, they will
have a stable foundation built on the primary principle of mind,
body and spirit.
ing

These words have been

their entire time here, that

everything the

they

spoken

are to

Father has created them

to

be

a

over

their lives dur

prime example of

be, fully and completely

his beautiful creation.

Paige McQueen shared, "I'm incredibly grateful for the
past four years at ORU, for the people it placed in my community
and for the opportunities it provided, for being at a place where
Jesus is the heartbeat of it all."
Over 780 students from 44

recognized,

their

states

and 44 nations

from bachelor's

were

doctorates.

degrees ranging
speaker, on Saturday, May 4, was James
Lankford, senator for Oklahoma. He imparted a piece of wisdom
upon ORU's former students. "You have been equipped," Lankford
stated, "now go fulfill your calling!"
Lankford also encouraged the students to maintain a God
perspective as they go into the workforce to follow the God-given
call, how it has always been to follow Jesus, to not get distracted by
the task because Jesus is the more significant issue.
The

to

commencement
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President William Wilson congratulates the class of
2019 students on their successful graduation.

o

Junior Sophia Dunnuck (left) and Alumnus Kimmie
Simon (right) stand with Gabbrielle Williams on her

®

graduation day.
Senator Lankford encourages the students
as they go out and fulfill their
journey of

changing
Graduates listen

©

the world.

intently to the speakers as they
await to receive their diplomas.

@
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

INTO THE
LOOKING GLASS
Cultivatingfamily
and community

A

new

'exciting'

year
are

describe the

brings with

it

a new

class. 'Ambitious' and

words freshmen Brandon Shawver used

to

group of Oral Roberts students. The
class of 2022 could also be labeled as diverse and tight
new

knit;

many freshmen students

note

they

feel in their

environments. This class

came

for

new

college

from allover the world

to

the

sense

occupy the

of

same

family

campus

unique year of growth and change. Freshmen con
vergence journalism majors Brandon Shawver and Olivia
a

Fortenbery,

and

theology major

scribed their individual journeys

Samuel
to

Greedharry

de

Oral Roberts Univer

sity. Their stories are interwoven with a common thread
of divine provision and a sense of home.

alignment with many students commitment pro
cesses, Greedharry's first choice in schools was not Oral
Roberts. "My first choice was not to come to ORU, I
wanted to go to some ivy leagues that I had applied to in
[Mauritius]''' Greedharry said. "My pastor in my country
counseled me on this university that I had never actually
In

heard of and I said, 'No I don't want to come here.' Then
I went to pray, and God told me to come here, and I had
cancel my
ORU."
to

plans

for the

Ivy Leagues

and ended up

at

There

are

new

changes

to

the university that many

say positively affect ORU and its culture, including new
all freshmen dorms found in Claudius Roberts and Ellis

Melvin Roberts Hall. This

change provided an ease to the
challenging
college life.
"When I came to ORU for college weekend and stayed
on
my sister's floor, people barely talked to each other as
there were so many ranges in ages," Fortenbery said, "I
am
family with all the girls on my floor though. We will
sit in the middle of the hallway at 10:30 pm and have girl
talks. It's not like we don't know upper-class man because
we have our
Chaplin and RA, but I feel as though it is a
balance."
good
sometimes

transition into

"I think the freshmen dorms

are

beneficial because

we

group. All the freshmen must start at the same point
and for us to be together to help each other and to grow
are a

together

is

great," Greedharry

said. The

new

and

deeper

of class community was welcomed with open arms
these freshmen as well as many others. Memorable

sense

by

events

pus

such

worship

the orientation week skate party and cam
positively marked this year and created tight

as

bonds with much

more to come.

unique Whole Person Education, secure campus,
and community atmosphere of Oral Roberts drew these

The newest freshmen class has great potential in
Shawver's eyes. "I predict that we'll be the best class so
far," Shawver said. The class of 2022 is one to watch as

and many others in. "The thing that really sold me was
the whole person education. Everything about the mind,

they grow and integrate themselves into
family.

The

body and spirit is

so

awesome," Shawver said.
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Samuel Greedharry loves the idea of educat
ing the whole person, not just one part.
PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

Brandon Shawver enjoys the
that is upheld on campus.

community
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Jamie Cole, Vice f'�esidefi)t of ilil'ie
H@fi)(2)rs Council, laughs while swirn
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

A WEEKEND
OF HONORS
Food, fun andfriends

The first weekend in

campfires,
in school
eastern

September was

s'mores and hikes
came

together

at

as some

one

of the

filled with

smartest

State Park

Sequoyah

shore of Fort Gibson Lake in Cherokee

on

kids
the

County,

Oklahoma. The annual Oral Roberts Honor's Retreat
was a

memorable

one as

students of all

grades

spent time

fun while

having
nurturing fellowship.
Being an honors student is the only criteria to attend
this

event,

but

gaining that title

of diligent work.

is

not

without its share

honors student] means liv
"[Being
a
standard
of
to
academics; we get to take
higher
ing up
more
rigorous classes. It gives you a unique perspective
an

the

subjects you're taking.
equipped and prepared to go
on

you

want to

do. We seek

to

working to be more
accomplish what

It is
out

learn

and
to

do

more

than

just

information, but to use that information to make
difference," freshman honors student and public rela

store
a

major Chandler Gesino said.
an
opportunity to learn
of
a different
community than
part
tions

"It is

be. I think I have been able
and after the

around
cal

retreat

I

even more

so

a

would

normally
more
people,
many more people

you

to meet a

recognized

and be

lot

freshman honors student and biomedi

campus,"
chemistry major Thaiza Ellis-Vorabouth

said.
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Gesino and Ellis-Vorabouth both shared their
of the

en

and its effectiveness in

bonding the
honors students while also creating connections between
the grade levels.

joyment

On the
to

form

more

ing

event

retreat

new

cream war,

team

out

and get

to

realm of

know

A shav

study.
flag football, worship around

retreat

favorite part

around the

have been

given the opportunity

same

many leisure activities and times of

nity marked the

"My

were

bonds, and branch

individuals in their

campfire,

out

students

for many students.
was when we were

campfire, getting

lot bolder since the

to

know

the

commu

just hanging

one

another. I

You have

a lot of
forced social interaction, but the community of honors
students has helped me through it," Ellis-Vorabouth said.

"It

a

was

students in

really

fun

getting

to

event.

interact with the other

way that was more personal through deeper
conversation," Gesino said. The event was marked by fun
a

and

deep interactions, paving the way for a year of in
depth academics and hard work by the honors commu
nity

at

Oral Roberts.

©

© Oral Roberts University
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Feeding hearts and
fueling the spirit
Canned food in

of

and prayer
instead of "trick-or-treat" described Halloween for

Oral Roberts
teams.

place

University's
traveling

Students

candy,

missions and outreach
on

missions within the

school year and students involved in outreach
teams across Tulsa came together in order to make
a

difference

October 31. Missions and outreach

on

leaders invited their
as teams

teams to

participate and bond

and traveled

neighborhoods
spread
asking for canned goods instead of can
out

to

in the area,

dy to

donate

local homeless shelters.

to

Leader of Team Croatia and international
business major Anders Barton shared highlights
from the evening. "Getting to bond with my team
them

and

watching
people in Tulsa
commented. "I

was

am

spread
a
highlight

excited

in their lives and works

and

during our

the love of Christ

to see

through

missions

trip

to

The missions and outreach

to

for me." Barton

how Christ grows
them in the future

Croatia."
teams

location
teams

took time

to

busy

still chose

and

to

with

occupied

make the

most

the

people,

of their time in

city. For many students new to missions and
outreach, it was a memorable experience over all.
the

"Even

though

most

prayed for,

or even

talk

did made it

didn't

people

to

my team,

really worth it,"

want to

the

freshman

time into those

there,

we were

people

even

and

loving

for that short

that

biology

ma

on

much

them while

amount

of time,

made up for those who didn't interact with us."
Barton and Jones, as well as their teams,

forward

looking

to

many

more events

missions and outreach. Even

such

as

Fall Outreach

can

be

ones

jor Hannah Jones shared. "Investing that

are

with ORU

simple opportunities

open doors

to connect

with the

surrounding community and make a dif
ference in the lives of those close to ORU's campus.
Barton
are

pray for those who desired prayer and spent time
investing in the local community. While not every

was

always

your

agreed with Jones
chances

to

make

as
a

community. You just have

seeds and take action

© Oral Roberts University

to see

she stated, "There

positive impact
be

in

willing to sow
things change."
to
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STORY PIERCE MARTIN DESIGN REBEKAH HERNANDEZ

EAT, THINK, AND

(8)[E M[E��V
Coming home

to

celebrate their success

The 2018-2019 academic year at ORU marked a great achievement in the
university's history. In 1968, the first class of freshmen carne into a rather

risky academic venture: Attending a non-accredited university. In 2018, the
Alpha class celebrated the first fiftieth graduation anniversary in ORU his
tory. "Some of us understood the risks, and some of us didn't," laughed Cory
Nickerson, a member of the Alpha class and alumni association board mem
ber. "The wiser

ones

of

knew the risks, but either way

us

all decided

we

to

take part in this grand experiment. And here we are!" Nickerson graduated
from ORU with a bachelor's of art in music education, and served as the
for the

"I think what excites

the

is the fact that

tonight
history.
graduates are able
to celebrate a fiftieth anniversary," Nickerson said. "It's amazing to remember
where this university began, and to see that legacy carried forward by young
people." The event not only celebrated the first classes to graduate, it also
emcee

is such

a

event.

me

most

It's the first time ORU

milestone in ORU

celebrated the 2018 alumnus of the year honorees.
"We are in a room full of history tonight," Nickerson said of the
statement

proven

by

true

event- a

the honorees. The first, Elizabeth Chen,

ated in 1980. Her various accolades include

gradu

starting Living Water Christian

launching SHINE youth conference and offering
youth. This year, Living Water Christian Church

Church in Tainan, Taiwan,

for

internship opportunities
began its involvement in international missions,
distinguished service to God.
The

next

ductive

honoree

was

endocrinology

Dr. Micah

and

Hill,

a

and Chen

1997

infertility specialist

at

was

celebrated for

graduate serving as a repro
Walter Reed National Mili

tary Medical Center. His contributions to the U.S. Military fertility service
have earned him recognition for his distinguished service to the community.

Next, Chris Busch,
service

to

ORU. Busch

a

1973

was

graduate,

was

selected

as an

honoree for his

chair of the alumni board, became ORU's busi

manager and was vice president of business affairs. Working to push
ORU toward spiritual and financial success was a staple in his mindset, and
ness

his
at

being an

excellent steward

brought him

to a

well-deserved

place of honor

the dinner.

Finally, the last alumni of the year honoree was Clay Jacobsen, a 1978
graduate. Jacobsen has had a long, illustrious career in the entertainment in
dustry, having involvement in TV projects such as Full House, an American
Idol Extra and most recently Jeopardy. Jacobsen's presence and influence in
the world of telecommunications began with a degree in the field, and he
was commended for his
distinguished service in "every person's world" at the
2018 Alumni dinner. All the alumni were applauded for their achievements,
and they serve as excellent examples for current and graduated students alike.
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Alumni award recipient Cory Nickerson
(left) stands smiling with Andrea Whyte,
LaDonna Osborne and Joan Carlton.
PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

®

Tables of guests, speakers and alumni
filled the GLC auditorium as honorees
took the stage.
PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

Guest

speakers,

such

as

Clay Jacobsen,

took to the stage to laud the honorees
for Alumni of the Year.
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STORY FAITH WILSON DESIGN JOANNA GAMBLE

MOVING IN
THE �[P�f2�T
Worship

in allforms

PRAYER SETS

Prayer

sets serve as a common

and

comforting

fixture of ORU. The pur

give students time to connect with God. Nautica Finkley, a fresh
man
nursing major, participated in the 9-10:30 p.m. prayer sets on Monday
nights. She described her experience as an intimate time to let the Holy Spirit
pose is

to

the

move on

eight

to

fifteen

people who

attend.

"A few weeks ago, we were singing as usual, and the
Holy
taken over. Everyone in the set was
singing and playing so

Spirit had truly
perfectly together

hadn't

practiced. We all knew that it was a move of the
Spirit; everyone
fully engaged. It was quite beautiful," said Finkley.
also
Finkley
encouraged people to become involved with prayer sets, either
in
one or
participating
attending. ''A lot of people say that two chapels are
noted
enough,"
Finkely," [But prayer is] an intimate experience [that] affects
to a

song

we

even

was

you like

no

other."
UPPER ROOM WORSHIP

Upper

Room

worship

led ORU students in

worship

in the

spring semes

The group, that is known for giving room for the Holy Spirit to move
and affect spectators, greatly impacted the ORU Community. Annalise Ou
ter.

sley,

a

freshman communications

major, attends The Upper Room Church
home in Dallas, TX. She spoke of her friends Joel Figueroa
Smith who perform in Upper Room Worship.

when she is
and

at

Elyssa
"Upper Room was spontaneous and brought freedom to the student
body," Ousley said. Ousley believed that they were what ORU students
needed in worship. "Upper Room brought everything that Joel preached,
which was to bring the experience of the Holy Spirit to exemplify the man
Jesus," Ousley commented.
During the night, Figueroa preached on different characteristics of Jesus
that believers need to exemplify, He also related that the
purpose of the
is
to
show
those
characteristics
of
Holy Spirit
Jesus.
PRAYER SETS

Members of Bethel

Worship

money for missions. The ticket

funds that served
for

worship

to

help

each

came to

costs

ORU in the

for the

team meet

that allowed students

concert

their

goal.

spring

to

provided

help

Bethel cultivated

de-stress in the

with

a

time

Holy Spirit and hear
night was not only a fun concert for attendees but a time to
God through worship.
to

His voice. The
connect

raise

missions with
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Room

Upper
the

night

singer, Joel Figueroa, starts
with prayer in Christ's Chapel.

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

ORU Live

®

©

eyes

on

®

sets

her

PHOTO MARCUS OLiVIAS

Joy

Werner raises her hands in the pres
of the Lord.

ence

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Tanner

@

singer, Kailey Abel,

Heaven.

guitar

Ligon passionately strums his
the chapel stage.

on

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Room brings us to the Throne
Room with their heavenly voices.

Upper

PHOTO PAULINE YOO
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STORY PIERCE MARTIN DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

AN OUr§r�lErCH lED
HAND
Helping the community and
creating community

fine

spring afternoon, joyous sounds
community. Cheerful mu
sic floats through the cloudless sky, laughter bounces off
the houses and trees while the sun soaks everything in

Every

year,

be heard

can

on a

the Tulsa

across

and

are

shared. It's

spring outreach and, thanks

to

the hun

dreds of ORU volunteers, countless Tulsa residents (and
hot dogs) are served.
One outreach coordinator, senior math

outreach from

Nelson, described

major Cole
previous year's

spring
experiences. "There are four different 'block parties'
a sense.

We have 4 different locations that

weekly."

to

Nelson also

went on to

of the outreach coordinator
hand

out

it's

big

a

them has
around
vided

a

team.

in

usually go
describe the activities
we

"Before the

event we

posters and go to neighborhoods and tell them
community block party. It varies, but each of

food, games, stage performers, all geared

some

'hey,
living

we

and here's the

care,

gospel.'"

community aren't just pro
fun afternoon. A large part of what makes spring

outreach

so

workshops

special
that

business and

can

give

reach coordinator,

capacity equip attendees with
help them find a job, learn about

is its

to

general life skills. Another out
sophomore medical molecular biology
them

major Jason Salvato, works his hardest to make sure the
attendees of spring outreach are given the best guidance
by the best speakers available. "My role is getting per
formers and
who have

workshops.

That involves

like

The outreach coordinator

finding people

team

oversees

every detail

that goes into planning such a large event, and some
times those details are almost obsolete," said Salvato. "We

making sure we have time for everyone and that
everything is scheduled so it's effective." In addition to
these responsibilities, some outreach coordinators have
been hard at work going to places like Sam's Club and
Walmart and asking for food donations.
"We've been setting this up probably since early Feb
ruary," Salvato mentioned to provide a sense of his team's
dedication. "We're putting in supposedly 10 hours a
week since then, making sure each week we're communi

work

on

cating and know what's going on so we can be most effec
tive for the outreach." As time passes and the

the business of the outreach coordinator

However, the ORU student

in the Tulsa

Those

slack and work hard

"The

to

team

volunteers

body
spring

make

event nears,

increases.

pick

outreach

up the

a success.

majority of the work comes that day," said Nelson.
come by to
help set up, tear down,

"200-400 students

and facilitate the event."

Regardless of involvement on campus or experience,
Spring outreach is an amazing way for any ORU student
to

be the hands and feet

Freshman

ofJesus

in the

Tulsa

community.

senior, child or adult, participant or vol
unteer, it's clear that every person leaves spring outreach
impacted for the better.
or

unique talents and gifts who want to share their

testimonies
in

about

brilliant

golden glow. Neighborhoods, once deserted
decrepit, are now teeming with life. Children run
around playing, residents are talking, and many smiles
a

workshops are usually teachers talk
psychology or medicine, or busi
ing
things
like
how
to
to
an interview. My
ness,
job is getting
go
supplies and stages," Nelson added.
"Performers and

or sermons to

making sure

there's

a

the communities. I'm involved

schedule for that," Salvato said.
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STORY PIERCE MARTIN

DESIGN CHRISTINA CAVAZOS

KICKING OFF
A NEW SEASON
Celebrating wins and creating community

The bright lights illuminate the field before you as you sprint into action.
Yourvision narrows, and theroarofthe crowd fades into a muted rush ofsound as
your pumping legs propel you towards the ball. Your pulse thrums in your ears as

adrenaline

courses

few seconds

through

your veins and time

seems

slow

to

as

the last

the clock tick down. Then, your foot connects with the ball,
it
sending spinning through the air, past your teammates, over the keeper's
head and into the goal behind him. Your senses return to normal as the crowd
on

erupts and a loud exclamation "Goal!" is projected over the players rushing
to tackle
you in celebration. These intense emotions and experiences are ones

the ORU

forward

soccer teams are

accustomed to, and

they're

ones

both

teams

revisiting the upcoming season.
The 2018-2019 season for ORU soccer teemed with potential-

ers came

look

in

to

into the

picture with the freshmen class, spirits

level of achievement for teams and individuals

perspective

doesn't

factors that

have

were

play
high and a new
new

appeared as a promise. A positive

do with numbers, however; there are many
only
into the energy and morale of the players on and off the
to

play
Brigida, a senior sports management major, felt that changes in
routine and team makeup contributed to the men's team's win (and Brigida's
impressive three goals) in their game against Gonzaga University.
"I'm excited for this season," Brigida said, still breathing hard from
the exhilaration of a win. "We've come a long way since last year. The
field. Dante

freshmen have added

a

lot

to

Brigida spoke not only to
their contribution

as a

culture, that's the big

the team."

the on-field benefits of new

group of guys

supporting

players, but also to
''Adding to the

each other.

thing."

Nelly Mamabolo, a psychology major of the women's team
Brigida's spirit.
"This season is exciting, yeah, we've been losing a lot of games. Today's
win felt really good," Mamabolo said of the team's victory over Missouri
State. "I don't mind being the underdog; in America, people focus a lot on
results but to me, it's all about the experience."
A college athletics experience is made up of game experience, sure, but
it's also about helping hold your teammates up during difficult times. "We
Senior

seemed

to

share

support each other when there
Mamabolo said. "We encourage

are

one

lot of games and everyone is tired,"
another to keep going."
a
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The men's soccer
successful game.

team

celebrates after

a

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Junior Jordan Langebartels recovers pos
session of the ball during the game against
Missouri State. On game nights, the stands
at ORU are packed with
cheering friends and
family of players.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

©

Freshman Emma Foster drives the ball down
the field. Incorporation of freshmen was a key
element in the 2018-2019 soccer season.
PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA

Junior

@

Tanguy Guerineau

prepares to shoot

goal during a night game at Case Soccer
Complex. Impressive plays were a regular
occurrence as
players showed off their skills.
a

PHOTO PAIGE MCCASKILL
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SPIKING A WAY
INTO YOUR HEART
the court, the players are
random group ofstudents; they become

Stepping onto

longer just a
a
family
no

Sports at Oral Roberts University serve as part of
Whole Person education. However, the way the volley
ball team operates, they do more than just exercise the

encouraged and supported her throughout. The commu
nity that she had been placed in encourages one another

health, physical education and
and
Inka Inkret, a business
freshman
major,

leadership role on the
recognized the need
for student leadership on the team, and Roe stepped con
fidently into the position.
"I think they (the coaches) give us room to be lead
ers, and they push us and they recognize who's a senior
and they put that pressure and expectation on us to be
leaders, and they push us to rise to that challenge." In
speaking about what volleyball meant to her, Roe stated,
"It's something that has allowed me to step out of my

body.

Senior Tori Roe,

recreation

a

major, described the volleyball
leaders who drive each other
time

ing

help

to

team as a

on

the

each other with

group of servant
while also tak

court,

spiritual growth. Many

the U.S. serve only to bring money
sports
into their universities, but the ORU volleyball team seeks
teams across

break away from that mold.
Though Inka just started on the

to

volleyball

team,

she

recognized the incredible group of girls around her. "You
try to be the best you can be and you try to be as support
ive

is

to

an

was

girls

teammates

building them

as a

group."

her

injury

at

team

the

shined

start

through.

She had

of the year. The

team

experienced
surrounding team

128

with

ease.

She and the coaches

comfort zone."

Inka

international student from Croatia, and though she
still settling in, her passions for volleyball and the
on

be great leaders.
Tori Roe stepped into her

At many
in the

most

colleges,
positive

sports teams are often not viewed
light. The ORU volleyball team,

however, pushed

leadership and integrity in the season,
showing the Whole Person education through their play
ing and putting God first

I

an

your

in

to
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in every game.

ORU

o

athlete,

sets up

match

for

as

CeCee Madison #17

pass during an ORU
fans watch expectantly.
a

PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA

Morgan Blomquist #15 and Sarah
Thiessen #13 congratulate Katrina
Mikulic #14 after her strong play during

®

a

home match.

PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA

©

Players support teammates from the
sidelines

as

opposing

she prepares

to serve to

team.

PHOTO ISAAC ZELAYA
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horne

3.11

4.97 miles of sweat,

to

work and

Country

heavy breathing,
is what

accomplishment-this
will

runner

experience

on a

an

team

ORU Cross

basis

regular

as

a

student athlete. To any student who hasn't run before this
may seem impossible and possibly even insane; but to
an ORU athlete this is a
lifestyle and an opportunity to
grow and be a part of a valued family.
"It's a family. I transferred here from another school

learn,

where it

was

do their

own

completely different; everyone was there to
thing," ORU Senior Cross Country runner
and heath and exercise major Bryce Choate commented.
"Here everyone is here to be supportive and to help each
other get better. It's more than just running; we're here
support each other in every aspect of life."

Running requires
motivation. As
runner

counts;

the team's

out

a

a

higher

to

level of

discipline and
Country team, every
improve or bring down

member of a Cross

one

person

can

score.

"I believe 100% of me is 1 % of my team. So, with
my team I am nothing," Freshman Cross Country
and biomedical

runner

chemistry major

Sharon

jepke

moi noted.

These

another,

one

members make the choice

team
to

each other

push

to

to

every practice and race. It may be simpler
many times when one's body gets sore and
at

these athletes understand how

comfort and find
"The
athlete

most

a

support

strive for their best

give

to

the dis

push through

to

up

tired, but

greater motivation.

important aspect of being

individual

an

being a part of a team is doing what you're
something greater than yourself," Junior Cross
doing
runner and
Country
psychology major Jessica Romero
or

for

said. "It's
but

no,

a

teammates

put

us

sad way

we run to

around

to

live

give
us

just

to run

God the

glory

to run or

and

because that is the

to

season

be fast,

help

our

God has

right now."

in

The year 2018 marks a year of stronger support,
work ethic and athleticism for the Cross Country team

according to
er

is

on

Choate and Romero.

Something even great

its way for these athletes. The

growing

current

year is

for the ORU Cross

a

Country program
predicted the growth will supersede the cur
and its accomplishments.

season

as

well and it is
rent team

be

amazing

work ethic and

our
support has been
Choate
said. "There will
been,"
overall improvement as a team and individu

"This year

our

better than it has

ever

ally."
"We

are

growing

a

the foundation for future
the

of

lot, and this growth will be
teams

something
beginning
expressed.

coming

greater for

in. This is
cross

just
country,"

Romero
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On the track and in the hills, Cross

Country is faster than

ever

ORU'S Cross Country team is all smiles
after a successful meet.
PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS
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SWINGIN' FOR A §[HOl
T-o./fat the fairway

The silent sport of golf that requires creativity and a level of camaraderie
brought one student athlete, Rachel Dupree, to Oral Roberts Univer

is what

sity. Dupree began golfing when she
competitive level at the age of seven.
was

was

only

four years old and

golfed

at a

"My dad always tells me that he bought me a plastic set of clubs when I
four," shared Dupree, a freshman English literature major, "And the first

golf ball

I hit

went

in

the air with

a

little bit of positive curvature."

In her home-town of

Shreveport, LA, Dupree competed in her first
competed in this local tour throughout the
entirety of her high school career. Along with graduation came the decision
to choose the
college she would attend and golf at for the next step in her
athletic career. ORU offered both the education and Dl athletics Dupree
was
seeking.
"I decided to attend ORU as a student athlete after I had a good many
conversations with God about it. I'd had a few coaches approach me about
playing, including Coach Watson and Coach Belfield, and I had to weigh my
options," Dupree explained. "I knew I wanted to play college golf since I was
little, and I felt God had paved the way for me by having the coaches talk to
me and
giving me an opportunity to visit this beautiful campus."
Golfing for the ORU women's golf team has brought both challeng
and
memorable experiences for Dupree. Through initiation dinners,
ing
countless stories, Dupree found a close-knit team and quality
and
laughs
friendships. Learning how to balance school, practices and workouts adds a
lot to her plate, but it is all still worth it according to Dupree.
"I've had to adjust to college life just like everyone else, but with the
added responsibility of making sure my game and my body are in good
shape for the team. I still struggle every now and again, but I love it," Du
pree shared. "My experience on the ORU golf team has been absolutely
amazing. It's everything I've ever dreamed of, and it really helps that it's in
local tour-the Front 9 Tour. She

a

Christian environment."

Dupree plans
believes this will

to

continue her

provide

even

career

greater

as

a

golfer

here

at

ORU and

opportunity for personal growth and

experience.

"Through golf, I hope to

better

I

myself as an athlete and as a person. Golf
requires much patience and integrity, and if there is one thing I've discovered,
it's that patience is not given, even if you [ask] God to give it to you. Patience
is learned," Dupree said.

132
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The women's

golf team

nurture team

community

works hard to
and strong
character in every aspect of life on and
outside the course.
PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

®

The

smiles after playing a tourna
a beautiful course, and
it was also the fairway that appeared in
High School Musical 2.
team

ment at

Entrada,

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER

©

Women's

golfer,
powerful swing.

Sarah

Bell,

tees up

PHOTO HANNAH FLETCHER
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS DESIGN SHARAH CANFIELD

ACE OF A TEAM
On and off the

court

student athletes

work and

through diligent

are

striving for great achievement

motivation. The ORU tennis

team

players

are

exception. These athletes put in the work to earn the honor of being a
member of a Division 1 (Dl) team; for many it is the dream of a lifetime
no

to

play.

"For me [being a part of this team] means
everything. Since I was a
little kid, my dream was to play tennis and study at the same time. In Ser
bia I wouldn't have this opportunity where I can study and stay committed
the sport I have

passion for," Junior women's tennis player and sports
management major, Jovana Antonijevic, shared.
Tennis, just as any other sport, requires great self-discipline, rigorous
practice and hard work. These athletes understand the importance of these
to

a

attributes and the need for them

portunity and results
"I think

player
I

man,

as a

part of any successful
of preparation.

team.

Great op

product

team's work ethic is very strong," freshman men's tennis
major Blake Sprouse commented. "As a fresh

our

and communication
cannot

say how it compares

but I believe if we
set

come as a

keep working

ourselves up for
There is always

this truth is

success

as

in the

to

years past

hard

as we

seasons to

or even

other programs,
season, we will

have this fall

come."

potential for growth and improvement within athletics;
recognized by these players. Growth is individual, but also a

group effort. Both the men's and women's tennis teams show evidence of
quality team work and group support.
"One of the qualities that I truly appreciate about the program is the

coaches and my

truly
having

teammates

Sprouse explained.

"If I'm

hard

teammates

core,

then my

and if I'm

doing
Antonijevic

care
a

about

rough day

and coaches ask

and off the court,"
and simply suck at tennis

me

me

on

if school is

going good

good instead of being upset that I'm not playing well."
shared similar feelings about her team and the bond they

share.
"We

are

there for each other, motivate each other

each other

to

be better and

helping
improve. Working together and succeeding is the best
feeling when you know what your team has been through, when it comes to
success it is
something that I cannot describe," Antonijevic shared.
The lessons learned on and off the court will not be quickly forgotten.
The behind the scenes motivations hold the potential to be held in perspec
to

tive for the foreseeable

future in the minds of these athletes.

is] to make my parents proud, coaches proud, and
"[My
myself proud. Representing my country and showing people who I am.
Being a role model and inspire other people to do better," Antonijevic
expressed.
'Team bonds' and 'team diligence' lead to the possibility of team wins
for the ORU tennis teams. "Ace" accomplishments are sure to come as these
student athletes and teams continue in their disciplined work.
motivation
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DRY

Women's tennis team

after

a

great

sporting smiles

season.

PHOTO CHRIS HUMPHREY

®

Andre Russo smiles while holding his ten
nis racket, showing his love for the sport.
PHOTO CHRIS HUMPHREY

The

©

mens

tennis team poses

as an

group.
PHOTO CHRIS HUMPHREY
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overall

Francis Lacis

rA\

(right)

(left) and Sam Kearnes
advance th rough the court in

�

®

layover by

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

The Golden

B

C
©

a

Eagles

bl ock

an

attempted

NDSU

PHOTO ADRIEL

MOGO����ent.

Francis Lacis and
ketball team pre
game after a

some

of the ORU Basback in the

sh:rta����kget

PHOTO ADRIEL

@

a

to score.

attempt

MOGOLLON·

DJ Weaver attem pts to break
the NDSU d e f ense
PHOTO ADRIEL
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FROM CROWD TO

How

make

a

few life choices can
huge difference

a

After Mabee Madness, ORU was hyped for its next basketball season. The
team worked hard
practicing up until that point, which was their

basketball
chance

to show the ORU student
body what the new line of freshmen had
learned. The 2018-2019 ORU men's basketball team is made up of over 45%
freshmen, which makes practices, team time and living together a bit more

interesting. Seeing that even some of the freshmen are international students
they got not only the ORU experience of playing basketball, but they got the
American basketball experience as well. "All of this is new to me, so Mabee
Madness set my expectations for these next four years," said Francis Lacis, a
freshman cinema, television and digital media major.
Lacis is from Riga, Latvia. He started
playing basketball at six years old
after he saw the European Championship on the TV in his house and told his
mom that he wanted to
play. His mom looked around town for a league for
little Lacis

play

in. It

difficult because

most
leagues in Latvia at the time
only allowed children ages seven and up to play, but she found a league for Lacis
to play in, and he fell in love with the
sport soon after.
Lais' teammate, Carlos Jurgens, came to
play basketball in a somewhat
different way. JUrgens, a freshman sports management
major, is from Tartu,
Estonia. Jurgens started by participating in track and field events at first. When
his hometown started a basketball school, Jurgens recalled, "My friend saw the
posters on the wall and wanted to play the sport with me. So we went there for
about a week, and I didn't like it, so I stopped." Eventually, the coach that ran
the school got ahold of his parents and told them that
Jurgens had potential.
He asked if Jurgens would come back and try
a little bit harder.
just
Luckily,
Jurgens said that he would, and the rest is history,
to

was
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FURTHER THAN

Never

to

Settlingfor Less

"Attention! Final call for women's 100-meter hurdles. Athletes, report
your coach," the announcer rings out through the speakers. The athletes

stretch in their lanes,

preparing for

the

race.

"On your marks," says the referee.
They all lineup. An ORU athlete

gunshot

the

begin

to

race.

into her

blocks, ready for the
and the gunshot
exhales,
deeply,

sets

She breathes in

goes off.

Sasha Wells,
team

for

two

a

sophomore history major, has participated in ORU's

years. Her

in her sports,

just

events

included hurdles and

her parents did when
the Olympics after his

as

they

sprints.

track

Wells exceeded

both attended ORU. Her

father ended up at
undergraduate years, and Wells
plans to follow. Sports and school line up in several ways for Wells. Both her
classwork and events offer up new challenges.
"It's about
you could

The

pushing yourself past your limits and farther than you thought

go," Wells
track

said.
is

team

and lean

tight-knit.

Members

celebrate

each other for support, whether it be
the classroom, according to Wells.

successes

"We're

birthdays.
Wells

more

It's

on

of

a

family.

Last week

we

celebrated

on

one

another's

the field

of

our

good community
part of," Wells said.
only plans to succeed in the athletic field but also in
to

a

not

be

one

or

in

girls'

a

politics.

Coming from the Bahamas, she hopes to impact the political realm after her
undergraduate years. "You set goals for yourself, and when you do it, you
further than this," Wells said. Wells' story shows that
pursue differing dreams and achieve both.
Back at the meet, Wells raced towards the finish line. As she crossed

realize you

can

go

even

one can

the finish line before her

national record. This
eye

on

competitors, her

success was

not

time beat the Bahamian

enough

for Wells, who

now

the Bahamian national record. Her

difficult in execution:

"go

farther than you

junior

has her

goal is simple in words
thought was possible."
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gears up for

a

swift

sprint

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

Kayvon Stubbs and Victoria Neville
smiles after a great meet.

are

all

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

The men's

sprinters

hoping

make

to

race

a new

down the track

personal record.

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS

A

@

runner

down the track.

to

woman

speeds

down the track,

hoping

stay in first place.

PHOTO MARCUS OLIVAS
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BONDS OF
THE GRIDIRON
One

ofAmerica's favorite pastimes

Football is

one

of the

Thousands of fans will

popular

most

into

sports in America.
watch the modern

pack
day warriors duke it out on the gridiron. Despite Oral Roberts
University not having an official college football team of its
own, enthusiasts of the sport can still get their kicks through

flag football
While

an arena to

intramurals.

between colleges, these floor
floor competitions still contain a ton of excitement and
great way to create bonds with floor mates. Jess Ford, a
not as

grand as a game

versus
are a

junior ministry and leadership major, is the resident advisor
and flag football team captain of Michael 4, had this to say,
"I've

always thought that sports as a whole has been probably
the greatest tool that you can use to build any sort of team or
to
really allow one individual to come together with others and
reach

one common

goal."

This connection will extend

ing

on a team

the field too, as
interact with people

beyond

will allow students

to

play
they,

under any other circumstance, would never have a chance to
meet. Johnathan Westcott, another
junior ministry and leader

major, who plays the role of a
mural

team

receiver for the Michael 4 intra

reports, "There's been

I haven't talked

them around

to

much, but since

more,

and

Whether it be

we

guys on our team that
playing with them I've seen

some

talk more."

football

or
flag
any other sport, the goal of
the
to, through
spirit of friendly competition,
a floor closer
bring
together. It accomplishes this through a fun,

intramurals is

casual game that anyone

can

participate

in

-

no

experience

re

quired.
While there

diamond-encrusted rings or hall of
prize of intramurals is the bonds built
after
with
others. Plaques collect dust, trophies
game
game
break, but memories forged with friends will last a lifetime.
are

no

fame awards, the real
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Johnathan Westcott is
football players, and a

one

of ORU's
and

flag

theology

ministry major.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN
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Disc golf and ultimate frisbee are two un
conventional intramural sports on ORU's
campus.
PHOTO JOSE MEJIA
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WHAT'S THAT
FlY�NG AHEAD?
of both

Best

ORU's 2018 Fall Intramural

season

came

end after its annual ultimate frisbee games.
Many different floors participated in the co-ed
to an

despite the weather that plagued
the fields; between biting cold, freezing rain, and
light snow, the teams trudged on fighting for the
sporting

events

top spot of the best Ultimate Frisbee team.
Most students had different reasons for

ing
to

have

a

the sister

join

"My

lot of

people participate

in games with

wing,

and I

was

that," said Isaac Green,

excited

part of
math education
to

be

a

junior
opportunity to compete against
major.
other floors in a fun and healthy way." These
events provided students a way to be competi
tive in a healthy manner, while also giving them a
"It

a

was an

to
get their steps in for their HPE classes.
When it came to integrating a Christian

chance

lifestyle
it

joyment. "ORU really emphasizes loving people
instead of just loving the game," said Eric Ober
mark, a sophomore pre-physical therapy major.
The students loved

having

break from their studies
some

to

the chance
get

together

to

get a
and have

friendly competition.

The student's views

floor was going

the ultimate frisbee ranks.

worlds

the co-ed aspect of the
many and varied. "I didn't
on

intramural sports were
enjoy it too much because there is

volved, and
rio

roughness

in

could hurt each other," said Ma

they
Reyes, sophomore pre-physical therapy major.

However, Obermark remarked, "It was
with

a
great way
While there are

[his]
wing."
conflicting opinions concerning the co-ed aspect,
many people are willing to look past this and have
some fun
playing with friends and competing
to connect

sister

against other students

in ultimate

frisbee.

into the intramural sport, ORU made

apparent that these games

were

purely

for

en-
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The team kneels aad prays before starting
the match.
PHOirO AQRIEL MOGOLLON

®

fine @J1')�@)sil'lg �eal1l1l taoldles the o1il1er il'l
ro@J�es ef s�@Jppimg the runner.

©

Ar:lG>�her player hinders a student fmrm
i<iekil'lg towards their tearmrmates.
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PHOTO AQRIEL MOGOLLON

pit forms as the game goes
and competition is high.

A mesh

@

146

on
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THE

RUGBY
WAY
Bonding on and off the field,
even

Oral Roberts

University has

a

in

competition

large variety of sports,

and among those options is rugby. Rugby is a team con
tact sport, like football. There are 15
players per team on
the field
as

it

can

time, but the team will take as many players
get. The goal of the game is to gain points by
the ball to the end of the field if the team is on

at a

running
offense, while
While

the defense does their best

rugby

is great

physical

stop them.
training and a fun
to

time, one of the best, yet subtle, benefits is the team
work and connections built by the team. "Most of the
different

experiences that I've had with ORU rugby is
positive, very positive," says Jared Hagen, a sophomore
business marketing major and avid rugby player. "It
requires a good close bond to be successful, and I feel
like the different times we've traveled, we've come closer

together." This sentiment is also expressed by George
Perry, a sophomore public relations and advertising ma
jor and captain of the rugby team. "Playing rugby on a
team builds bonds and it builds
relationships and friend
ships," explains Perry.
The competitive spirit of rugby ignites a fire in the
players, strengthening their bodies, tempering their
friendships, and building self-discipline. While the game
may be tough, and the training may be hard, the result
is an Oral Roberts University specialty: a whole
person.
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SHOOTING

�gg[p�
Exploring passions and meeting
new
people
Everyone has an activity they enjoyed as a kid. From reading to draw
ing to chasing siblings around the backyard, there are endless mischief and
creative endeavors that bring back the nostalgic light-hearted feeling right
of us, that activity is playing basketball with our friends and
lost in the playful spirit of competition. That spirit, combined with

back. For

getting

some

sportsmanship brings us closer to our peers. At ORU, the same was possible
through basketball intramurals.
Playing a pick-up game with your close friends is fun enough, sure, but
sometimes that can lack structure. Organizing busy people is hard to do with
something as non-committal as a pick-up game, and sometimes pickup lacks
the seriousness intramurals bring. If you're looking for a group to play with,
intramural basketball is an excellent way to meet people with similar inter
ests. During intramural basketball, hundreds of players get together, make
new

friends and compete while giving their bodies some well-needed exercise.
One such player, Micah Mosely, a sophomore communications major,

experience playing. "I enjoyed getting to hoop with my boys in
organized setting than pick up would be," said Mosely. "It's fun to get

recounts
a more

to

his

playa

game you love with your friends." An excellent way to relieve the
semester, intramural basketball was a great excuse to leave the dorm

stress

of a

room

and be active.
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are scored as both teams strive for
mark in the 'win' column.

Points
a

PHOTO CHAEWOON YOO

®

Defensive players

hoping

to

approach

the ball,

gain possession.

PHOTO CHAEWOON YOO

Both teams watch closely,
shot.

©

point-scoring

@

tential

anticipating

a

PHOTO CHAEWOON YOO

One

player jumps
score

to

for the

try and block

opposing

a

po

team.

PHOTO CHAEWOON YOO
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Sections of the base hold up the fliers
they prep for a stunt.

as

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON

®

leaders hype up the crowd
up and down the court.

Flag
run

as

they

PHOTO ADRIEL MOGOLLON
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Creating a solid base to fly high

On the campus of ORU, the student body has a
volving athletics. The various sports at ORU have one
tor

school

--

spirit

and

--

no one

variety of
common

in

events

denomina

it better than the cheerleaders. The

brings

from all walks of life, from cheering on their small town
travelling with big name cheer teams to compete for big prizes. One

cheerleaders
teams, to

come

in the ORU cheerleaders' schedule is

constant

a

cheer clinic that

they host on

Saturdays throughout the year. Keila Valle, a freshman music major,
attended the fall cheer clinic. "I had so much fun," Valle gratefully exclaimed

various

on

1nstagram

after the clinic concluded.

When ORU

organizes public

ticipate in, odds

there will be

are

winter when ORU takes
team
mas

service

over

volunteered for about

a

a

events

for the student

few cheerleaders

Salvation

body to par
involved. During the

red buckets, the entire cheer

Army

total of three hours

Around Christ

altogether.

time, ORU cheerleaders collect toys for kids at the annual ORU Noel
ORU cheer also participates in the annual Martin Luther King Jr

concert.

parade which

place in downtown Tulsa.
yearly Mabee Madness event,

takes

After ORU's

it excited for the basketball
to

cheer

on

their Golden

said, "This year has been

and anxious

the cheer

squad

came out

get the student

of

body
Eagles. Choyce Hays, senior graphic design major,
the most hype of my four years, and our teams are
season

to

out

playing super well."
The cheerleaders have
ORU.

Hays had

remember

a

taking

some

unique journey here from

campus

worship

and knew

exact score

immediately

throughout her career

The ORU cheer

they

came

to

Tulsa, Oklahoma. "I

team

is

an

I needed to." She later

that this school

to

was

make

as a

friendships
graphic designer.

the

leading
one

the student

of the

most

went to

place

where

and connections

influential part of the athletics

all of ORU's sports teams and
cheering
rallies when the time comes. "This school is
on

to

how

high school and didn't get a good enough grade
said Hays. "I took the residual ACT which is an ACT

God had called her. This allowed her
that will last her

Bristow

on

the ACT in

get into college,"
you can take at ORU and made the
to

stories

interesting

department
body in pep

unique schools

I

heard of," Hays proclaimed about her soon-to-be alma mater. Ask
else
on the cheer team, and they will
anyone
agree. Without this team of joy
ous
people, the ORU sports scene would look very different.
have

ever
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BR�DG�NG
THE GAP
inform and to create a sense of
home, to bring together cultures

To

ORU houses students from

students

gives

from their
cause

opportunities

own.

students

90 countries and

over

experience cultures different

to

However, stereotypes and differences often

to retreat to

countries. This is often

people who

seen at

hail from their

the cafeteria

or

own

outside Hava

cliques. Deborah Laker,
a
sophomore convergence journalism major, and Chisom
Uche-Onyilofor, a sophmore convergence journalism ma
jor, hope to change this perception through a medium that
has grown in popularity in the past decade: podcasts.
Laker and Onyilofor's podcast, The Bridge, was born
out of the desire to
change pre-existing thoughts about Afri
ca. "The idea of
starting The Bridge began during a Monday
KORU
evening
meeting," Laker shared. "Dr. Royall was go
the
shows the radio station would be having
ing through
this year and abruptly said, 'Deborah, you need to do an

Java with students retreating

into

international show.'"
Laker is
American

and

Ugandan

Onyilofur

perception of Africa,

is poor yet rich in natural

is

Nigerian.

The

is that the whole continent

beauty.

The

podcast illustrates

the

different ways many forms of media have falsely portrayed
Africa. "We hope to inform our listeners about life outside
America because the media's

portrayal

only partially true," Laker said.
They do not wish to stop at
hope

to

engage in

issues that

.

meaningful
such

of

sharing

our

countries is

about Africa, "We

conversations about social

religion, food, music
and movies," Laker said. "In a nutshell, we hope to connect
the world." With most episodes featuring a guest to talk to
about a specific topic, The Bridge makes connections re
gardless of race or nationality.
Overall, Onyilofur and Laker hope to leave an impact
on the student
body. "Chisom and I hope that as students
listen

to

Center,

connect us

as race,

the show in their dorm
our

topics

rooms or

ternational and domestic students
more

similar than

in the Hammer

will stimulate discussions and allow in

we

to

realize that

we

are

assume," Laker said.
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A MAJOR STEP

FOR ORU F�TNESS
At ORU, a big part of campus life is achieving your daily 10,000 steps
for your health and physical education class. Students can be seen walking
around wearing FitBit wristbands to monitor their activities. In the 201S-

2019 year, the seventh billion step was recorded on the FitBit system a land
mark achievement for a new grading system that covers students of all ages.
-

This remarkable achievement
min

Marko,

a

accomplished by none other than Jas
sophomore biochemistry major from Germany. Marko spent

much of her time

staying fit,
such

ast

running

as

a

was

running around

herself was the individual

career

began

when she

was

no

to

in

"I got very into track when I first
wanted to come back to study and to
could do those
as

the track

her
able

to

take the

high

seven

school

as

billionth step. Marko's

in international student.

America," said Marko. "I really
and God told me if! came here, I

came to

run,

things."
anticipation for both running and college grew
approached. However, before practices began, God told
Her

season

quit. "I

to run.

improving her mile times and
surprise that an avid fitness enthusi

campus,

great interest of hers. It's

He

was

upset. God told

promised

He wanted

that if!

though,
fitting, then,

me,

vide what I needed." How

me

me

here,

not

just

to

be

stayed at ORU He would pro

that upon her achievement she

was

pair of running shoes, just as God had promised her.
"LT. called me", Marko said with a smile, "but I didn't know why. I just knew
something was up." To her surprise, on November 14, 201S, President Wil
awarded

a

brand-new

presented her with a new pair of shoes during chapel. Little did he know
he was fulfilling a long-term promise God had made to a devoted daughter.

son
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In honor of the seven billion steps, Dr.
Wilson gifted Marko a new pair of running
shoes.
PHOTO BARBORA POLEDNOVA

®

Each student is required to reach
10 thousand steps per day.

at

PHOTO ADAM BIRKETT
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least

Joanirie Font, an international
student from Puerto Rico and a mo
lecular biology major, spends much
of her class time at ORU in the labs.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO
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JOURNEY TO SAFETY
Finding a sense ofpeace
in an ever-changing world
For

ble.

some

College

is

college experiences, a struggle is inevita
a
challenge. It challenges a person's ma

turity, work ethic,

physical

time management and

manifestations of this

everyone

-

for

the

some

challenge

it could be the

different for

content

of

a

class

of Joanirie Font, a
subject
senior studying medical molecular biology, her challenge
or even

was

finding

closer

to

itself In the

patience. The

are

a

God.

case

school where she could

study

and grow

Born in Puerto Rico, Font learned

throughout

her life. While her father

urged

to

her

love God
to

attend

University since high school, she chose to
university in Puerto Rico for two years in order
to stay close to her family. However, she became disap
pointed with how the school had a mixed bag of cultures.
She yearned for something more God-centered. It was at
this point that she decided to go to ORU.
Oral Roberts
attend

a

Her Senior year she commented, "Being at ORU
peace. It means that I feel sure that I am in a safe

means

environment that

only wants to make me pursue God
more," Font explained. "Being in ORU means that I get
to make friends with
people for a lifetime. ORU was a
when
I
came here and it still is."
blessing
ORU provides a place for students like Font who wish
for a place to be able to celebrate God in safety. Students
are not only allowed to
praise God, but are always actively
encouraged to do so, because ORU is different. Some uni
versities only tend to focus on making sure the students
graduate, while ORU also makes sure to focus on their
body, mind, and spirit.
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A LIFE TO BE
Extending a hand to those who need it
most, even when they can't see it
Chau made

a

huge difference in

the world

by offer

up his life to those who needed it most. Chau was
killed on Nov. 17,2018, while attempting to evange

it's

these shared

through

during

moments

ing

Lanferman became close with Chau.

lize the

was one

indigenious people of Sentenial Island, India.
One major part of this year at ORU was a mass effort to
cherish and honor the memory of John Chau, alumni
and servant to students and faculty alike. He was well
known for

loving everyone well and equally, caring very
genuinely
people allover the earth. Chau dedicated
his life to following God's call and bringing the Gospel
where it had never been brought before.
Jake Lanferman, a senior global environmental
sustainability major, shared his experiences with Chau.
for

Both

men

conjunction
As

ropes facilitator, Lanferman
in the dorms. He didn't have a

was

"It

as

a

placed
fellowship
Chau

facilitators for ORU's ropes
with the missions' department.

served

was no more

nearby.
during

was

than

an

was

event

in

randomly

roommate,

really

got

to

know

chatting he shared a lot of his
people groups with me."
are tasked with
facilitators
helping teams be
Ropes
come more involved in one another's lives. It's the job of
...

heart for unreached

join in with groups of students to do devo
tionals, quiet times, and build relationships. Bonds are
formed not only between facilitators and students going
each

team to

through ropes, but between the different facilitators as
well. Individual time is spent with team members, and

(£)

at

hours about strategies going into missions. He was in
credibly prepared and well-versed in everything."
The

intentionality and purpose with which Chau
approached his relationships were not limited just to
Lanferman however. Playing the role of the servant,
Chau

was a man

who worked his hardest

to

touch the

lives of everyone around him.
"Whenever he'd

see me

around, whenever

my door

open, he'd come and chat with me," Lanferman re
called. "I noticed he did that for a lot of people he was

was

-

seen

but

John," Lanferman said, reminiscing over the experience.
"Just living across the hall from each other, spending
meals and evenings

night, we'd be having conversations. There
night particularly where we talked for several

"Late

really intentional with making everyone he was with

open door away when

that time that I

ropes that

feel

and feel loved."

Jake Lanferman

only

was

one

example

of the

tre

mendous impact John Chau had on countless lives,
both facilitating ropes and elsewhere in the world. As

strongly impacted by Chan's Spirit-empow
lifestyle, Lanferman provided some final thoughts
while reflecting on his memory of Chau.
"Just shouting the name ofjesus and singing praises
and worship to God on that island, principalities and
powers were being broken. Darkness was retreating,
and light was advancing. The kingdom was being es
tablished, and the strongholds of the enemy were being
destroyed. In the midst of arrows being strung on bows
someone

ered

he shouted

did it. I'm

praises

proud

to

Jesus and held

of him

-

up his Bible. John
I know he was always doing

what the Lord told him to."

John Chau did his utmost to be the hands
and feet of the Lord, even to the utter
most bounds of the earth.
PHOTO JOHN CHAU
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With a zeal for life and a heart of gold, John
Chau was always ready for a new adventure.
PHOTO JOHN CHAU

®
©

His heart will
and family.

always

live

on

with his friends

PHOTO JOHN CHAU

His passion was centered
Chau went wherever God

on

God; John

sent

him.

PHOTO JOHN CHAU

@

Even to the

field, there

people
was no

he met

denying

the missions
his love for God's

on

people.
PHOTO JOHN CHAU
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Julissa Flores
in

plans

to

being

a

make great strides
world ambassador.

fA\A
\.tY

PHOTO JOSE ISAAC ZELAYA MEJIA
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AMBASSADOR OF

CHANGE
Moving toward a

better

tomorrow

college can be an uphill battle for many
leaving home for the first time, to step
into
adulthood, to finding the finances, college can
ping
be overwhelming. Julissa Flores, a junior international re
Going

to

students. From

lations

major,

knew this

too

well,

as

her

journey

to

ORU

proved to be quite a difficult time, and quite a story.
Growing up in San Pero, Honduras, Flores shared
the financial struggles of many Hondurans. Her high
school was accredited with ORU, leading her to attend
two
college preparatory institutes and a college weekend.
She believed that God was leading her to attend ORU,
but she did not receive much support. "My parents were
telling me I had to stay back home and look for univer
sities in

firmly

Honduras," Flores noted. However, Flores still

believed that ORU

While her

was

did

family

the

not

place

ery

prayer

and hard work.

scholarship

videos of herself

she

found,

playing

a

She

lifestyle
applied
from

ranging
to
turning

the violin

was

of
for

con
ev

sending
in essays.

me

here

I wanted to, but I felt the Lord

the

place

as

well,

telling

me

not

be

that this

He had for me," Flores said.

All her hard work

paid

off. "It

was a

month before

classes started, and I didn't have the money, but then
God showed up," Flores commented. In addition to her

scholarship money, a businessman who was a friend of
the family offered to fund the difference of her tuition.
"I started crying," Flores recalled. "I was so excited and
overwhelmed.

My life

has been miracle after miracle."

Flores's work ethic showed

through her involvement
She
served
as
the
campus.
president of the Global
Leaders Organization (GLO) under the Office of Global
on

Service and
nected

share her vision, she
fasting and scholar

pursued her dream. Through
ship applications, Flores entered
stant

for her.

"I knew that the Lord wanted
cause

to

helped

fellow international students feel

the American culture

dreams do

not

end with

as

college.

well

Flores

as

their

hopes

own.

to

con

Her

become

ambassador of Honduras, improving the Honduran
education system and reducing the unemployment rate.
an

As the mission

decided

to

statement

radiate God's

the world for His
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STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

DESIGN SHARAH CANFIELD

SING FOR THE

How

singing brought Kailey
Abel to ORU

Singing since her youth and performing on
platforms around the country brought her to land here at
Oral Roberts University. From a very young age, music
captured Kailey Abel's heart. Abel's father introduced her
to

many genres of music, and

evident

as

passion for

music

was

Abel grew up.

"When I
music

a

came

was

really young, maybe one

on, it had all of my attention

or

two,

when

immediately.

older, my dad introduced me to all kinds of mu
sic," shared Abel, a freshman music production major.

As I got

Her

passion led her

to

audition for NBC's The Voice

the age of fifteen and eventually Abel went on to com
pete on the hit music show American Idol. After five
at

pre-rounds,
send her
found

to

Abel

met

the

Hollywood,

a new

that held the power to
and she got three yes votes. Abel

judges

confidence in her abilities

as a

singer and

songwriter.

"Getting
me.

It gave

those

me

yes's

solidified God's

gift

in

confidence for the first time in

didn't have until that

a

me

to

way I

said Abel.

point,"
began writing her own music in 2016 after her
experience on American Idol. As her high school career
was
ending, Abel began to search for a college that would
provide her with Christian-based community and aca
demics. Abel was motivated by her deep love of music,
and her desire to help others with their music, so she
enrolled as a music production major at ORU.
Abel

her heart out at Oral
Roberts University's chapel service.

Kailey Abel sings

PHOTO CHAEWOON Y�O
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"I wanted

learn from

to

people

I knew had

commented Abel. "I had

a

Godly

mu
perspective,"
already
and
I
had
come to a
that
I
could
myself,
already
point
perform it well. In music though, you end up paying thou

written

sic

sands of dollars for
looked

at

side of

things.

my

someone to

abilities, I wanted
I wanted the

record it for you. So, when I
to
strengthen the recording

ability

to

do

everything myself

and understand every aspect of the industry." Abel has stud
ied music, led a prayer set on campus and a worship set at
her home church,
write
to

Verdigris Assembly. Abel continued to
original music and experienced many opportunities

share her music with others

at

ORU.

"God opens doors, for real. I had the opportunity to
sing an original song in Chapel. I didn't do that. God just
opens doors and provides new opportunities," shared Abel.
"I had someone totally bless me. I was writing songs and
I

was

me

God
to

wanting

and offer

thing.

to

record, and I had

someone

reach

out to

record my music for free. It was totally a
Looking at the music industry, it is impossible
to

make money on your first album."
Abel continued to see the Lord

work

through

the

gift He had blessed her with, learning more about
music and developing a deeper understanding of how it can
impact the world.
"I would like

to

be able

to

give

artists that first

jump
help them through that as a mentor. I love that side of
things," Abel explained. "I also want to have my own pro
fessional career as a singer and songwriter."
Abel pursued her love of music through new venues in
the music industry as she made a difference with her voice
and passion for song.
and

Kailey Abel loves

to

share her

music with the world.
PHOTO CHAEWOON YOO
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THE ENGLISH

BACKPACKER
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as he enjoys
experience teaching English, writing and

Professor Keith Gogan smiles
the

backpacking

to

his students.

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Whether it's in the class

field, Gogan

Gogan is an alumnus of ORU.
Right out of graduation he started working as an assistant
to the Collaborative Learning Center (CLC). "I gradu
ated that Saturday, had Sunday off, and started work that
Monday," said Gogan. He later became assistant director
of the CLC and then taught as an adjunct, then full
time instructor, then assistant professor in the English
department. Additionally, he started teaching ORU's
Backpacking course in 1993, and he's been teaching that
Professor Keith

ever

since.

said he loves words and

knowledge, explain
driving forces of his
passion
ing
career. While doing this, he helps his students
teaching
mature in a general sense and in a spiritual sense. The
classes that he teaches at ORU are Composition 102 and
303, Literary Writing, Backpacking and whatever else he
can
get his hands on. "Working in the English Depart
Gogan

that this

ment
new

is

never

is

of the

dull since there

textbooks,

make

one

as

well

teaching a job

as

that

are new

staff and

classes

faculty

to

teach,

who

keeps you on your

certainly
toes," Gogan

Gogan

is

a

licensed Wilderness First

Responder

out

in the

always moving and mak
ing life interesting

backpacked up the Rocky Mountains for the 100th time
during fall break. "It was last fall break in northern New
Mexico, and some students and I ran into an early-season
snowstorm," Gogan recalls. "We went ahead anyway and
backpacked into the Pecos Wilderness, walking through
several inches of snow and
and

camping

fell." When

in

our tents as more

these

making
trips, he be
lieves the woodland outings had the potential to not only
heal the mind but could heal the body and spirit as well.
Gogan said that ORU has not only affected his spiri
tual life, but his professional life as well. "When you
look at other 'secular' colleges Christ seems to be left in
the background, yet here at ORU Christ is always in the
foreground, and frankly I love it. The possibility and en
couragement of being able to discuss the God that we
serve is
always enlightening, especially to not only have
more snow

my perspective, but to have the perspective of others
in the faith is amazing." This is something that Gogan

him into every class that he teaches, whether
average Composition 102 class or to an advanced

brings with
it is

an

level

commented.

is

or

writing like Technical Writing.

and

has been since 1999. He feels safer out in the wilderness
than he does sitting in his office or classroom. Gogan
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Frigid winds blew into Washington D.C. on a chilly
January day. Pushed along by the winds, protesters crowded
into the National Mall. The March for Life and the Indige
nous
People's March were two such protest events that drew
people from across America. Though cold, protesters arrived
armed with their beliefs and a will to proclaim them.
One of the groups that arrived in D.C. was Covington
Academy, a Kentucky based Catholic boys' school. Coving
ton sent some

took

place

of their students

in D.C.

on

January

the March for Life that

to

19. This should have been

like any other protest, but while the boys waited for their
bus on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, another protest
group

appeared.

Members of the Black Israelites
the
to

high

school

boys,

shout school chants

Sandmann,
the

a

yelled profane insults at
boys in turn began

video shows. The
to

drown

junior at Covington,

out

in

the slurs, said Nick

a statement

given after

While the group stared one another down,
the Indigenous People's March made its way towards the
Lincoln Memorial.
encounter.

Nathan

Phillips, an Omaha elder and Native activist,
Indigenous People's March. Revered among his
tribe, Phillips had participated in the Dakota Access Pipe
line protest and engaged in other Native issues.
News sites released the story with a video that appeared
to have the
Covington High School students surrounding
Elder Nathan Phillips. However, Phillips himself entered the
throng of boys, as he described, to defuse the situation. In an
interview given after the encounter, Phillips stated that the
boys chanted "Build that wall!" at him.
The left-wing media demonized Sandmann with little
in the way of an apology afterwards, causing the boy and
his family to receive death threats and a call for his expul
sion. The right-wing media in turn demonized Phillips. The
media, separated by political bias, helped to create another
divide among people. People either had to choose to support
the Catholic high school students or the Native American
protesters. The Black Hebrew Israelite group was largely ig
nored in the hailstorm, even though video footage shows
attended the

members

Seek

out

the truth,

not

instigating

the tiff.

just opinions.

PHOTO HIMESH KUMAR BEHERA
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In 2018, 69% of u.s. adults distrusted the media

more

than

they

had before, while 4% said their trust increased and 26% had not changed
their opinion, according to a 2018 study conducted by the Knight Foun

dation. These numbers showed that
which is

a

main channel for

of the media stemmed from
Partisan

vides

people do not trust the media,
information. Participants said their distrust

news

partisan

news sources.

commentary rooted in bias, di
opinions. When people are told what to

sources, or news

people and taints their own
only receive their news

believe and

will follow in the

most

same

with

a

from

a

partisan

source,

their

opinion

vein.

This issue has

brought to light a far greater issue than teenagers sport
ing
Trump's signature MAGA hats. It shows how quickly the
news media will
jump upon any form of public outrage without check
ing their facts. Because of a quick judgement based only on social media
posts, the story was missing key parts.
Young journalists can take several key lessons from this media blun
der. Journalists cannot use the opinions posted to social media as primary
sources. With so many
angry people posting a video of a boy smirking
President

at an

old

man,

who wouldn't

jump

to

the conclusion that viewers and

the media jumped to? However,

journalists

and find the truth. The

which the modern world

affects how fast

speed

at

news sources want to

publish

fects the accuracy of the story.
Students and their families hired
cence

and

are

pursuing

lawsuits

are

against

challenged

look

deeper
directly

their stories, which also af

investigators
the

to

moves

news

to

prove their inno

sites that accused them.

They are now dealing with the backlash of anti-Trump supporters calling
their morality into question due to their MAGA hats. Phillips meanwhile
is also being called into question, as there is no video evidence of a "build
the wall" chant.
ed

The story reveals much more than what the media previously report
This serves as a cautionary tale to all journalists: find all sources

on.

and

trust no

one's

opinion

as

fact.

© Oral Roberts University
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o

The go al of journalism IS t 0 inform
I
with
thruths, not bira sed opinions.
PHOTO CALEB FISHER
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Even

through hardships

Cole has

always

had faith in God.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN

®

Dr. Wilson introduces Mark Cole
students.
PHOTO RYAN MACMILLAN
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EMPOWERED
TO V�CTORY
Sometimes

to

finish the race,
has to fall

a

runner

There's
knows

one

fought

always one person who seems to stick out from the crowd every
that they have been through so much. Everyone realizes that they have
-

battle after battle, whether it be for their life, their mind
Marshall "Mark" Cole,

Gary
ficulties throughout

his time

at

a

graduating

senior of

ORU. Cole started

or

their soul.

nursing, faced

college

many dif

when he and his wife

moved cross-country from Asheville, North Carolina to Tulsa, Oklahoma. He ex
pected to simply earn his nursing degree and return to normal life, but God had
other

plans

in

store.

"While enrolled
twice. This doesn't

student

at

at

me to

Uganda,

Zimbabwe and Ghana

like much when you look at your average 'world
ORU, but for me and my family, it was huge," noted Cole.

During his

first

to

changer'

ORU, Cole's father died unexpectedly in a car ac
"passion for missions," Cole recalled. This led him and his

semester at

cident. His father had
wife Tess

ORU, God called

seem

a

Africa for the first time that

summer.

After

returning home

to

begin his

sophomore year, Cole's family was faced yet again with another fight.
"[Tess's] mother was hospitalized with a brain tumor," Cole said. "I took time
off to assist in

caring for my wife's mother, which 1 considered an honor. She passed
away in December of my sophomore year, and it was hard to watch Tess go through
the

same

heartache that 1 had

But soon,
gave birth

to

her

kidneys
family. Cole
nosed with
"I had
time

they

a

a

light
daughter

their

and had
is

now

Nora. Tess

went

experienced complications

after birth with

have surgery. Punch after punch seemed to follow Cole's
graduating almost one year after being told that he was diag
to

highly aggressive

one

just experienced with my father's death."
upon the Cole's journey: Tess became pregnant. She

was cast

form of cancer in his

appendix.

surgery and was consulted three times by the
in to do a scan, the doctors were perplexed

--

tumor

board.

no cancer

Every

cells de

tected!" Cole said.

Cole must finish the next two years to be deemed cancer free, but as of the writ
of
ing this article, Cole does not have any cancerous cells. Trial after trial found the
Cole family during Mark's time here at ORU. The enemy threw everything he could
find towards them, hoping to derail and deter them. Nothing seemed
Coles may have been slowed down, but they never stopped.

to

work. The
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Titus and

frequently hang out in the
enjoy games, laughs and occasionally study.

of his closest friends

some

Hammer to

PHOTO PAULINE YOO

Senior social studies

dent, Titus Schmitt,
sota

major and student body
from

comes

called Jordan. His road

to

a

small

town

Presi

in Minne

this University was

one

that

word, he chose growth, and spoke about how different he
is

compared
ponentially since
now

to

his freshman year. "I have grown ex
to be such an introverted

then. 1 used

only

God could facilitate, through a postcard in the mail
from a place that Schmitt had never heard of before, Oral

person and never put myself out there. Then 1 started to
trust God more and took a
step of faith, through applying

Roberts University. "I had [never] heard about ORU un
til the spring semester of my senior year in high school. 1

to

postcard in the mail about the Quest
Scholarship, $20,000 for four years. At the
time it was either ORU or a local community college, and
God showed me and my family that ORU was the place 1
[received]

random

a

Whole Person

needed
he

to

came to

be," Titus commented when asked about how
this

Titus had

University.
extremely

an

important

friends. Titus did his best
ray of light

to

to

it

always

was to

take time for

be honest and be

those around him, whether from friends

a

or

shied away from a high five or a deep
conversation. To his friends, he is still just Titus Schmitt a
strangers he
man

never

pushes them to be the best version of themselves
always be willing to hang out with them: playing

who

and will

video games, eating food, or going on adventures.
When prompted to describe his college career in

it

RA

one

was

at

that

decided

was

because he

mensely] by God

was

the spur of the moment
prompted by God. "I was led [im
on

for this position even though I've
never taken
any position like this before," Titus said. De
his
and reservations of his capability, he had
nerves
spite
faith that God would help see him through this season.
A
was,

to run

piece of advice that Titus

"You need

to

really

and have confidence

as

learn

gave for his fellow peers

to

hear the voice of God

you graduate [and go out into the
ORU is really something to be

world]. Graduating from

proud

of because of what the school stands for and all of

the tools that

you're going to be given as you leave this in
stitution." This school may be run by the Board ofTrustees
and President Wilson, but it is also run by the students. Ti
tus
to

said his

job

know what

and
one

a

wasn't
-

strict schedule with time for

only the necessities; between student teaching, school
social events and his responsibility as student body presi
dent Schmitt knew how

the end of my freshman year," Titus noted.
Running for the position of student body President

be

isn't

they

to

just know the students, but

need and
Titus

to

reflect their needs

it is also
to men

his peers and will always
upstairs.
advocate for the needs of the students above anyone else.
women

trusts
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GABBY TAKES
A DIVE
STORY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

campus,

spring semester, Gabby, one of the oldest buildings on
experienced a Rood on three of its Roars. During this time, the

girls

the third floor's lowest level

This last

on

were

the

most

affected. "The flood

affected my entire floor," English Education major Naomi Nix said. "We
had the most water damage, [and] the floor wound up being disbanded
because it
of

was no

rooms

longer livable."

and floor

one

In addition

did receive

to

this, floor

some water

two

damage,

lost

but

couple
fortunately
a

nothing too major.
During the

aftermath of the Roods, many different people
offered up their help to the girls who lost not only their rooms, but
some of their
belongings. Students on campus, ORU alumni and

ORU staff

some

ORU's

own

Caregiving
were

opened rooms in their homes for the Gabby girls.
Taylor, Coordinator of Undergraduate Christian
Counseling, hosted some of the Gabby girls who

Lisa

and

affected.

This

catastrophe not only put a dent in some of these girls' wallets
replace the lost items in the flood, but it also affected their
daily commute to classes. Some had to carpool from off campus,
to

and others had

to

floods affected the

community

banded

add

more

time

to

walk from their dorm. The

in

girls varying degrees, but the girls of the ORU
together and held one another up during this

cnsis,

Gabby

houses

over

300 students each year.

PHOTO ASHLEY SEAL

ORU THEATRE PRESENTS
STORY NATHAN IRWIN

geared up for the last show of its 52nd season, and this year, they did something
performing on campus, they took the show on the road. Written by Hans Christian
Andersen and adapted by Cody Daigle, The Ugly Duckling tells the story of a baby duck who was mocked
by
his family and friends for being different looking than the others. Only through time and
self-exploration does
the duckling realize that it was okay to be different, because the duckling was actually a swan all
along. The play
all
and
of
to
love
others
even
if
were
different
than
Director
ages
accept
taught people
they
you.
Courtneay
Sanders chose to tour this production for several reasons. Due to ORU Theatre
having no technical director, it
made sense not to mount a full production in-house while giving a lighter load to the staff
Having a tour also
allows for two casts, meaning student actors gain more experience and more actors can
perform. ORU Theatre
toured this show from April 8th through April 12th to multiple schools around the Tulsa Metro area.
ORU Theatre

different. Instead of
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VICTORY FOR

ORU
STORY PIERCE MARTIN

As of the 2018-2019 academic year, Oral Roberts
University came into the ownership of Victory Bible

College's

81 st and Delaware

in the transaction

God-given
lengths.

were

dreams and

The

Victory

building.

left better able
to

Both

parties

to move

fulfill their missions

involved

forward with
to even

greater

Church side of the story began when Paul
was in the office of his late father, Billy Joe

lead pastor,

Daugherty,
Daugherty. Billy Joe, a graduate of ORU, was the visionary behind
Victory Church and Victory Bible College. It seemed to Paul that the vision
of his father was not yet complete when he found blueprints for an expansion
on the
original Victory Church building. The plans depicted a wall on the southwestern
side of the building that was actually designed to be torn down in preparation for
the new addition. The exciting completion of decade-old dreams for Victory gathered
funds sourced largely from the sale of the 81st and Delaware
funds for its transition
Building.
ORU's School of Engineering and College of Nursing will be relocated by
the fall of the 2019 academic year, providing a much needed addition of space for the
use of new and
groundbreaking technologies. Faculty in both departments will have a
new location from which
they can better reach students and provide each with an even

®
The old Victory building
is set to be the new home for
the School of Engineering and Col
lege of Nursing.
PHOTO PAULINE YOO

--

greater

measure

of

success.

be used for research and
© Titan will predicting
the weather.
even

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

THE NEW BRAIN

ON CAMPUS
ORU held

2018,

to announce

computer
summer.

than

was

Titan

its

an

House and Dedication ceremony on December 4,
supercomputer, "Titan." The $850,000 high-performance

Open

new

delivered in
went

STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

pieces

in June of 2018 and

online in October of the

1,300 high-performance

cores

and

can

was

assembled

throughout

the

year. This super-computer has more
perform 45 trillion calculations a second.

same

Titan will prove to be an asset to ORU's academic departments.
Students and faculty began using Titan for various assignments and multi-semester

researching and developing weather predictions. It was even used to aid and
accelerate work Dr. William Ranahan, a biology professor at ORU, is performing to develop new
cancer treatments. Titan is now the Tulsa area's only working super-computer. ORU will allow
other research teams from the University of Tulsa access to this computer. These teams will do
work with atomic-scale materials and seismic processing research.
The super-computer will also have overlapping use in many other departments to
aid in research and processing. "Students in other fields, such as biochemistry and mechanical
engineering, will be able to use Titan to study areas like genomics, bioinformatics and aerody
namics," Dr. Kenneth Weed told the Tulsa World on December 4. This addition to ORU's campus
will playa vital role in researching and projects for faculty, students and the community in Tulsa for

projects

such

many years

as

to come.
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LOCAL
STORY FAITH WILSON

AN AMERICAN

INSTITUTION
The Tulsa State Fair has come a long way in the
last century since its original inception. From its humble be
ginnings as the Tulsa County Free Fair, to it now drawing

DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

people a year as the Tulsa State Fair, it
a
morphed
large economic boost for the city
of Tulsa. A fair-goer needed to set aside at least $30 for
admission, ride vouchers and traditional fried food. Though
a somewhat
pricey night, the fair offered fun for all ages.
event
This
brought the traditional Ferris wheel that showed
in

over one

has

FIGHTING FIRES,
SAVING LIVES
STORY PIERCE MARTIN

The

9/11

terrorist attacks

are

mourned nationwide each

million

into

now

riders

an

aerial view of the

daring Zipper,

fair,

or

to

was

also the

packed tighter than housing in
burgers,
dogs, gyros and the infa
fried Twinkies. The Tulsa State Fair brought an iconic

Manhattan featured
mous

corn

and traditional American institution that every ORU student
should attend at least once.

®

-

pay their respects to the fallen heroes. Each firefighter donned
pounds of gear the morning of September 11 and began

their 70
a

110-story

climb

Tulsa. Each first

the top of First Place Tower in downtown
responder and victim was represented by a pic
to

lanyard worn by the climbing firefighters in
order to have their legacies honored.
Around 150 firefighters participated in the memorial stair
climb to the sound of somber trumpets and booming drums. De
spite the physically exhausting task, the participants
pressed upward and onward, spurred on by
ture

displayed

on a

the reminder of their fallen brothers

and sisters.

Associating a face and
event helped in
those
spire
helping commemo
rate that fateful
day to finish
a name

with the

strong. A $20 donation

required
all

the

was

with

participate,
proceedings ben
to

efiting a local cancer treat
charity, "Hydrants
for Hope." The 2018

ment

Memorial Stair climb
an

excellent way

those

to

was

honor

r7:\ Tulsa firefighters often respond to over
\t':) 57,000 incidents annually;
they have

impacted by 9/11

and bear their

names on

hearts of those who live

the

roughly

676 members.

PHOTO ANDREW GAINES

on.

The Tulsa State Fair started in 1903

® Western Association baseball park.
PHOTO HANNAH MORGAN
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more

the air. Food trucks that were

year with memorial services and moments of silence. In 2018,
Tulsa firefighters went the extra mile or rather, the extra flight
-

there

which launched riders several hundred feet in

at

the

©

The Philbrook Museum of Art
first opened it's doors to the

public

in 1939.

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

STORY FAITH WILSON

TULSA'S

OCTOGENARIAN
MUSEUM
Museums of any sort often become staples of the towns in which they are planted. The Philbrook Museum of Art is a
perfect example of this. First opened in 1938, the converted mansion harbors a wide range of artworks, from Renaissance to Na
tive American. Michael Hammer, who also funded the Armand Hammer Alumni-Student Center at ORU, also donated artwork
and funded renovations for the Philbrook. To celebrate the 80th
tember and November of

anniversary,

2018, including movie nights featuring Back

also featured. Mel Bochner

prints

were on

display at the Philbrook

to

the

variety of events through Sep
Shining. A tattoo roulette event was
through the first week of January 2019.

museum

hosted

a

the Future and The

from mid-October

SUCCESS OF A GRADUATE
STORY NATHANIEL SANCHEZ

of the

primary goals is to promote developing whole persons while becoming successful graduates. There
are several alumni of ORU who have distinguished themselves in a variety of fields and practices, such as missionary work, business, medicine and
politics. An ORU graduate, from the class of 2002 by the name of Matt Pinnell, who earned a B.S. in Public Relations, found success in the local
political sphere after he was elected to the office of lieutenant governor of Oklahoma. Before his election, Pinnell ran a small business with his wife
Lisa, an inventor and entrepreneur. Pinnell has four children, two boys and two girls.
Pinnell was the Director of state parties for the Republican National Committee for five years and was also the Chairman of the Oklahoma
Republican Party for three years. As of November 2018, he was the Lieutenant Governor of Oklahoma. The Lieutenant Governor is the second
highest position in the state, the first being the Governor. If the Governor were ever unable to perform his duties, the lieutenant governor would
a
step in to assume his place. The lieutenant governor also has significant influence on state policy. Pinnell is a prime example of the kind of people
ORU sends out into the world. He has accomplished his goals in life without compromising what he believes in.
For Oral Roberts

University,

one
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A DAY OF

REMEMBRANCE
STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

On November

19, 2018, the 41st President of the United States, George
Bush, passed away at the age of 94 in his home in Houston, Texas. The
former president died at 10:10 p.m. surrounded by several family members,
close friends, doctors and a minister, sources reported. Bush shared his last

H.W

words with his

reported by

son

Neil Bush- "I love you, too." His final words

were

first

the New York Times.

Bush suffered from

impaired his
mobility and speech for many years before his death. He fought even after
the passing of his wife earlier the same year. He was comforted by the fact
that he would soon rejoin Barbra Bush, his wife of 73 years, who died in
April of 2018, as well as their daughter Robin who died in 1953 of Leukemia
at

the age of 3,

a

sources

form of Parkinson's disease that had

shared.

following Saturday, President Trump declared a National Day of
Mourning for Bush. Many government offices were closed out of respect
for Bush and his life. George HW Bush's legacy will live on through his three
sons, Neil, George and Jeb Bush as well as the nation as individuals remember
and reflect on his time in office and his life beyond the White House.

The

The Capitol stands tall
the white building in a

as

the

setting

golden

sun

basks

hue.

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

TRAGEDY ON A SATURDAY SERVICE
STORY FAITH WILSON

On October 27,2018,
Bowers

'.r"

®

The Tree of Life Synagogue has since
its doors and continues its services.

reopened

PHOTO VICTORIA STRUKOVSKAYA
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fire

at

the Tree of Life Synagogue, Robert

People who in Pittsburgh,
PA, witnessed the shooting quoted him as screaming, "All
Jews deserve to die." He killed 11 people and injured six.
Rabbi Jeffrey Myers helped to evacuate and save many
people from his congregation, but he says he regrets not
saving more in an interview with CBS News. This tragedy
represents a growing problem of gun-related violence
sweeping the nation. There were over 300 mass shootings
occurring in 2018, according to the Gun Violence Archive.
Bipartisan lawmakers are looking to up the minimum age
requirement from 18 to 21, require psych evaluations and
prohibit the selling of bump stocks in efforts to make the
US. safer while not compromising civilians' constitutional
rights.
opened

on a

service.

END IT
STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

Slavery

is

a

word often heard

in

only

classrooms, or in conversations about far off countries. It's
word

spinning with

a

abuse

bondage, pain,
helpless people and
old ideas of racism a word that brings with it guestions of
humanity and morals. However, slavery isn't a distant idea. It
is here, today, in Tulsa. Slavery festers inside and outside of
and

injustice

-

a

graphic images

of

day: Abolitionists walk single-file,
dressed in all black, making the statement, 'We will not
stand complacent." More than 450 walks took place around
the globe in more than 50 countries. Tens of thousands
of individuals walked with egual motivation to see slavery
eradicated forever. Stories of survivors played through
podcasts to make it personal for those participating, bringing
a
"why" to the Walk for Freedom.
One young girl's story was told. Malai was sold to
traffickers in Thailand when she was only four years old. She
was beaten,
exploited and forced to beg every night from
dusk to dawn, according to A21. Stories just like Malai's
are
circulating around the globe. Malai's ended in triumph
though, as she was rescued by the Child Advocacy Center
(CAC) in partnership with A21 and will now be given the
of the 24 hours in the

history

word associated with
-

the United States borders.
This

subject is often considered uncomfortable or
Realizing that there are men, women and primarily
children being exploited for the pleasure of another
taboo.

individual violates the natural inclination
in

world where human

to

believe

It

we

live

estimated

rights
thriving.
approximately 47 million people exist in a form
of slavery according to The A21 Campaign.
One hundred fifty billion U.S. dollars are currently
being circulated in this criminal industry according to A2l.
This is a price tag put on men, women and children bought
and sold as if they were everyday commodities from a
shelf This money is passed through the hands of people
demeaning the very value of a human life.
There are organizations working against human
trafficking through several different tactics, one of the most
important tactics being awareness, or informing the general
public. One of these organizations is A21, an interna
tional nonprofit organization. Human and sex trafficking,
as defined by A21, is the recruitment, control and use of
people for their bodies and for their labor. Through force,
fraud and coercion, people everywhere are being bought
and sold against their will, right now in the 21 st century.
A21, started by Christine and Nick Caine, works
a

are

was

in 2016 that

best

and

a

chance

at

better childhood free from

a

bondage.
"I'm

of

that

showed up because it's
amidst the heartbreak of it all,

glad people

sliver

a

people
hope
willing to use their freedom for other people's freedom,"
shared Jenna Deger, a participant in the Kansas City Walk
even

are

for Freedom.
These

movements

existence

and

focus

bringing

on

takes

place

or

to save

another statistic
for all
as

people

if those who

the "modern

cannot

fight

day

be

stopped

the

to

trafficking.

before it

even

they

become

reads about. Freedom is

possible

an

someone

to

awareness

of human

eradication

active

Awareness allows for the trade

individual before

are

already

free will choose

abolitionists" and

for themselves.

Slavery

ever, and restoration and freedom

victims and prosecute those
involved in the trade. This organization
to

care

is

are

fight
more

to

lise

for those who

stoppable

than

in reach.

rescue

...

;.\

.

"

-...

.\'�"

began when abolitionist Christine noticed
a
missing child poster in a Greek airport
and made the decision to act against the
injustice. A21's solution to abolishing
slavery is to "reach, rescue and restore

.
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lives."
Awareness

in

anti-slavery

"End It"

plays

movements,

movement

a

crucial role
."..

including

the

and A21's Walk for

Freedom. The Walk for Freedom is

a

in which communities

global movement
get together on a specified date, this year
on October 20th, and they participate
in

a

silent walk. There is

a

walk for each

.....

©

The End It movement's logo is
partners with this organization
March for Freedom.

a

red

x,

during

A21

their

PHOTO MYCHAELA BURRIS
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ENV�RONMENTAl
DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

THE WAR ON

PLASTIC
STORY FAITH WILSON & ASHLEY BEAL

Back in

2016, California

presented
Proposition
passed by a very small
margin, 53.27%, the proposition banned grocery stores
from using single-use plastic bags. As of January 2019,
restaurant-goers in California must specifically ask for
plastic straws. "At first I was really irritated because it was
really inconvenient the first time around with the plastic
bags," Isabella from Visalia, CA, noted. ''But now that I
know more about it, I highly doubt it will inconvenience
anyone, so people will probably be more open to this
67. Once it

with

voters were

was

"

one.

SHROUDED IN FLAMES
Department's

The fire started in Butte
down

burning
missing. Wildlife

acres,

still

were

as

the

Camp Fire was at the top of

destructive and deadliest fires that the

most

County, located in

over

18,000

statewide

terrified of their

new

structures

was

northern
and

as

they

had

ever

California, scorching

killing

forced into cities

surroundings

the list of California Fire

state

tried

88

as

to

experienced.
over

Over 200

people.
raged

the fire

find

a new

on.

home.

153,000

people

are

The animals

During

this

time, there were many other places in California that were burning such as Ventura,
Solano, San Bernardino, Alameda and Santa Cruz counties. All of California felt the
effects of this disaster. The North and South were up in flames, and the valley was
suffocated with

soot

major city

and smoke.

of

July

to

ban

2018, Seattle became

plastic

straws

the Seattle Times. Due

and utensils

the

the

first

according

"Strawless in

campaign
prevented 2.3 million plastic straws from
being used. With biodegradable utensils and straws now
being distributed in Seattle, it seems that plastic is not as
necessary as it was previously.
Californians do believe the ban will help the
to

Seattle,"

STORY ASHLEY BEAL

As of 2018 the blaze known

In

to

Seattle

environment. "The

California that

straw

ban is still

so

new

here in

lot of

people don't know about it,"
commented Rebekah Zalewski from Visalia. "I still
believe that
will

really

a

once

it's enacted

more

forcefully that people

benefit from it."

Americans go through 500 million straws a day, which
equates to 1.6 straws per person, according to the
National Park Service. Strawless Ocean, a nonprofit,

reports that

of the top killers of sea animals is plastic
straws, both because of the number used in the U.S. and
the fact that

(£)

A cloud of smoke billows above Yosemite National

Park.
while

Many Californians lost their homes
some

lost

in the fires

family.

PHOTO DOMINIK LANGE

®

On many beaches one will find mounds of plastic
that later gets swept into the ocean during high
tide. This causes marine life to consume it and die.
Many beaches now have initiatives to keep their
beach clean.
PHOTO TOBIAS TULLIUS
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one

plastic is

not

biodegradable.

STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

BRAVING THE

ELEMENTS
A bitter
across

winter, known widely
the 2018-2019

the nation

as a

"polar vortex," spread
This winter brought

during
challenges and worries as subzero temperatures, snow,
and freezing rain blanketed the United States. Freezing

with it

new

winds,

ice

season.

temperatures accounted for school cancelations

across

the nation

sickness, frostbite and hypothermia threatened many Americans.
Extreme cold was placed on the list of school cancelation reasons
as

for the first time in many cities this year. Americans were also
by the massive winter storms through delays in travel

affected

especially during the transition from 2018 to
brought even more challenges to other events and
Black Friday and New Year's as individuals worked
such
as
holidays
to combat the cold while still enjoying yearly traditions.
and work commutes,
2019. The cold

Mexico,

The cold front extended all the way to the Gulf of
bringing much of the Midwest into record-breaking low

temperatures

early

in the winter

season

according

to

weather

reports conducted by the Southeast Regional Climate Center. Many
cities such as Kansas City, Missouri, Oklahoma City and Lubbock,
Texas also

experienced some of their coldest days ever this winter.
by the State Climate Extremes Committee
record lows that had lasted decades that were broken by

Other recorded lows
showed

the 2018-2019 winter. Wind chill caused temperatures to reach
low as -65 degrees Fahrenheit in northern parts of states such

Minnesota and North Dakota. This 2018-2019 winter
be

©

Many people
lasted

over a

affected by the storms. The
month in some areas.
were

unrelenting

snow

one

not

season

A tree sways

as

the storm rages on,
the southern states.

as

easily forgotten by those living
frigid temperatures.

others who have endured the

death and destruction moved

PHOTO SIEDNJI LEON

STORY FAITH WILSON

HIGH RAIN, LOW WINDS
September 6, 2018, the tropical wave blew over West Africa was
officially declared as a hurricane with wind speeds at 76 mph. The
hurricane was named Florence and headed straight for the Carolinas of
the U.S. Hurricane Florence hit the U.S. on September 14. The hurricane
On

was

linked

to

43 deaths

across

North and South Carolina. Before Florence

its wind

speeds decreased, causing meteorologists to reclassify it to a
tropical disturbance. However, Florence was still dangerous to the populace
because of its intense rainfall at about 17.5 inches. Many meteorologists
are now calling for hurricanes to not only be measured by wind speed, but
also by rainfall, given the disastrous effects of Florence.
hit,

NEWS
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will

in these cities and many

PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

® swiftly through

as
as

The first session of Congress took
place in the north wing on Novem
ber 17,1800.
PHOTO ASHLEY BEAL

STORY FAITH WILSON

22 MONTHS IN
THE MAKING
Robert Mueller's 22-month

investigation of ties between President Trump and Russia ended on March
22. Mueller submitted the report to Attorney General William Barr the same
day. The report was set to
the
2016
election
to
see if
corroborated
with
Russia
to
win
and
if
he then obstructed justice
investigate
Trump
FBI
director
who
by firing
James Corney,
previously led an investigation similar to Mueller's. A summary of
Mueller's report was released to Congress. The swnmary clid not absolve Trump of obstruction of
justice, nor clid
it find that the President committed a crime. Mueller clid not find "sufficient evidence" that
Trump had committed
obstruction of justice or conspired with the Russians. Democrats called for the full release of the
report to the public.
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DESIGN ASHLEY BEAL

DOWN FOR
THE COUNT
STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

The United States Government shut down for 35
December 22,
over

2018, through January 25,

the federal

budget

for the

next

2019 due

year,

to

becoming

days

from

arguments
the

A MONUMENTAL

longest

MIDTERM

government shutdown in U.S. history to date. After this impasse
between President Trump and Congress, many government organi
zations lost their

funding and had to close their doors. Approximately
800,000 government employees across the nation worked without
pay during these days, causing questions of how they will make ends
meet
according to USA Today. Millions of others were also affected
through the change in public services provided by these government
employees. The standstill also cost the economy billions of dollars
according to S&P Global Ratings.
The budget arguments stemmed from when President Trump refused
to sign an appropriations bill outlining the funding plan for the
coming year without the agreement for funds to begin the building
of the U.S.-Mexican border wall. President Trump demanded more
than $5 billion for this

wall, and Democrats continued

to

refuse

as

the shutdown continued into its second and third weeks. The White

began prepare for a national state of emergency. The
Senate and the House of Representatives approved a measure to
House also

to

reopen the government temporarily in order to end the shutdown
and provide funding through Feb. 15. From the Transportation

Security

Administration

to

the

Department

of

Agriculture

the

shutdown affected many different functions of the nation and the
end of the shutdown was welcomed by people all across the nation.
The 2018-2019 government shutdown will now go down in history
surpassing the 1995 Federal Government shutdown of 21 days.

STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

The midterm elections of 2018 swept the nation with many
changes, leaving the House of Representatives controlled

by

the Democrats and the Senate

by

the

Republicans.

showed up
volunteer
candidates, activists,
groups and
were
decided
for
the
voters as many key issues
coming year.
An increase of young voters, ages 18-29, was also seen in
Monumental
in all

areas

movements

took

place

as women

as

polls, increasing by 11 percent since 2014. People of
backgrounds withstood sporadic weather and long lines
cast

their

votes.

candidates'

While controversies

integrity

over

marked election

issues and

all
to

some

points, many states
turning points
electing Democrat

"firsts" for the nation. Some

experienced
Michigan

included

and

Minnesota

Rashida Tlaib and Democrat Ilhan
women

into

Congress.

29, joined Congress

as

Alexandria

Omar, the first Muslim
Ocasio-Cortes, at age

the youngest

woman

ever

into office. Deb Haaland and Sharice Davids

elected

won

seats,

becoming the first Native American women to be elected
into Congress. Jared Polis, the first openly gay governor,
was also elected
during this year's elections. Democrats and
turned
up to vote for their candidates, and the
Republicans
new wave

of government officials made it

for the nation and its

a

historic election

people.
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The first episode of Hil

lenburg'S "Sponge8ob
Squarepants"

May

aired

on

1,1999.

PHOTO MELANIE CROCE

®

The Incredible Hulk edition 194
published in December 1975 by
Marvel Comics Group.
PHOTO HERMES RIVERA
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UlTURE
A MARVELOUS

LEGACY
STORY MYCHAELA BURRIS

BYE BYE,

Stan Lee, the writer, editor and publisher of the beloved
Marvel Comics, passed away November 12,2018, at the age of

CAPTAIN
STORY FAITH WILSON

Stephen Hillenburg, the creator of the Nickelodeon
animated show, SpongeBob SquarePants, died at the age
of 57 from ALS. Hillenburg was born in Lawton, OK,
and raised in Anaheim, CA. Through life in California,
Hillenburg felt a connection and attraction to the sea,
causing him to study marine biology at Humboldt State
University. He became a teacher and wrote The Intertidal
Zone,

a

comic he used

to

teach his students which would

building block of SpongeBob. In 1989,
teaching to pursue an art career, enrolling
Hillenburg
in the California Institute of the Arts. After graduating, he
worked at Nickelodeon on Rocko's Modern Life. He began
developing SpongeBob SquarePants which premiered in
later become the
left

1999 and continues
television
In

specials

to

have

air. Two feature Elms and several
come

from the franchise since.

2017, Hillenburgwas diagnosed with ALS, a degenerative

disease which attacks

nerve

family were left to mourn and
legacy. Lee's work officially began in
1939, when a new universe of heroes and villains were brought
to life. Lee's
writing pushed the boundaries of creativity.
In 1972, Lee was named publisher of Marvel Comics. The
comics soon grew in popularity, and his success and notoriety
began to skyrocket. His work was transformed into television
95. Fans, actors, co-workers and

remember his remarkable

cells and causes reduced muscle

shows, movies and animations. The
well known
next

across

the world

brilliant Stan Lee creation.

credited with the creation
the

X-Men,
Fantastic Four, Ant Man,

Spider-Man,

or

the

as

Marvel Universe became

fans waited

By

eagerly

the end of his

life,

was

co-creation of Black

Mighty Thor,

the Incredible

Iron

Panther,
Man, the

Hulk, Daredevil and

countless other works. Lee's work attracted the attention of
children and adults alike
watch into the

fantasy

bringing anyone who would read and
world of Marvel Universe. Making an

appearance in each of his Elms was a trade mark attribute of
Lee's that was loved by fans. Responsible for the creation of a

Universe, spearhead to an unforgettable brand and lover of the
fantastic, Stan Lee's legacy will extend longer and farther than
even

his Marvel Comics.

functionality. Hillenburg continued to work on the show
despite his growing weakness. Though he is best known
for his animation career, Hillenburg continued to advocate
for marine life, receiving recognition from Heal the Bay.
Fans of the show have started a petition for the song
"Sweet Victory" from the episode ''Band Geeks" to be
played at the Super Bowl Halftime Show, with the petition
garnering 600,000 signatures. He is survived by his wife
of 20 years, Karen Umland, and his son, Clay Hillenburg.
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iitThen you wire see and 6e radiant,
and your heart wire trem6fe and
r�oice, 6ecause the riches of the sea
wire 6ecome yours and the wea(th
if the nations wire come to you."
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arr the nations if the earth, Gut the
8rory of the Lord rises and ayyears
over
you. 1trr nations wirr come to
your ({8ht; mi8hty kin8s wirr come
to see
your radiance."
Isaiah 60:2-3 (NLT)
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